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Holland City News.
VOL. VI.— NO. 27. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1877. WHOLE NO. 287.
A ¥EEKLY“»BW3PAPEE,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
BUCOT, • • wmi
OFFICE : VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.
0. J. L0E3BUE&, Editor and Publisher.
VISES Of BUBSC8IPTI0M:— 12.00 paryear in tdusci.
JOB PBINTINO PBOMPTLY AMD NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
ir Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
for any period under threequent insertion
months.
3 m. I fi m. I 1 Y.
1 Square2 “3 “
H Column
^ **1 “
3 50
5 0O
8 00
0
17 00
5 00
8 00
10 00
17 0(1
25 00
25 00 40 00
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00
65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two ZZ sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
i4T All advertising bills collectable quarterly
$»il goads.
Orociriei.
I^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
r ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
General Sealin.
I \UUH8EMA J. & CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,U Groceries, Crockery, Glassware, Uats,Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
JL Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
YTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in DryV Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Sard vnrs.
f r AN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard-V ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
Livery ini Sale Stabler
I) GONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.D Office and bam on Market street. Everything
first-class.
XTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN Office of Daily Stage Line to Saufcatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Llqaor Eealere.
rpEN HAGE. Wm.. Dealer In nil kinds of Liquors,1 Beer, Cidnr. Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep-
er of a fine Pool Tabic, No. 50 Eighth street.
©ur piufeetjs.
60
1
100
35
Produce, Etc.
Apples, V bushel ...... .......... 9 25
Beans, » bnshel ................... 2 00
Butter, $ lb ...................... &
Clover seed, 9 lb .................. @
Eggs, $1 dozen .................... &
Honey, $1 0) ....................... &
Ilay, V ton ....................... 8 00 (&
Onions, $ bushel ................ ft
Potatoes, ^ bushel ............... ft
Timothy Seed, $ bushel ........... ft
Wool, V *b ......................
Wood, Stavei, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $ 8 00
“ ** green ................... 2 75
“ beach, dry ................. 2 50
“ *• green .......... 2 25
Hemlock Bark ..................... ft4 00
Stavei, pork, white oak, ............. ftlO 00
Staves, Tierce, “ 12 00
Heading bolts, softwood .. ........ ft 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
Stave bolts, hardwood ................... 8 00
Railroad ties ................................ 12
Shingles, A I* m... ................... '....Q 2 CO
Brain, Peed, Etc.
{Corrected by the "Ptngger Mill*.)
Wheat, white ^ bushel ... ... new $ @120
ft
Wagcnmaberi and BUcbmitht.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, June2i, 1877.
Arrive at Leave
Trains. Holland. Holland.
Grand Rapids. * 10.15 a. m. | 1.15 a. m.
“ “ 12.00““ f5.15“ “
“ “ 1 9.35 p. in. 3.20 p. m.(i it
* 2.30 p. m.
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a. m. 5.25 a. m.
“ “ \ 9.30 p. m.
New Buffalo &
3.25 p. m.
Chicago. J 1.05 a. m. 12.15 p. m.
“ “ f 5.10 “ “ *12.20 p. m.
“ “ 3.15 p. m.
“ “ *2.05
t 9.45 “ “
rVJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith\J Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of rep
ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of Rh
air-
ver.
Merchant Tailon
IJOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Denier
13 in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
ing Goods. __ ___ ____________
• Mixed trains.
t Daily except Sundav and Monday.
} Dallv except Saturday.
| Monuays only.
All other trains dully excopt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time, which is 2J minutes later thuu Columbus
time.
- -
* Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Taken Effect > Monday, May 29, 1870.
\70RST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchns-
V cd elsewhere, will be cutto order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.
Kent Market!.
IJUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
13 Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
K
60
25
60
ft 16 on
21 00
1 30
1 10
1 30
3 25
8 00 ft 4 00
Corn, shelled W bushel
Oats, $ bushel .......
Buckwheat, $ bushel
Bran, ton ..........
Feed. $ ton ...........
“ ^ 100 th .......
Barley, p 100 lb ......
Middling, 100 lh. ..
Floor, ^  100 lb .......
Pearl Barley, $100 lb
Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb ................... 5 ft 6
Pork, •• *• ...................... ft 6
Lard ................................. 10 ft.
Smoked Meat ................ .. ......... @11
•* Ham ............................ 8 ft 9
“ Shoulders ....................... ft 7
Tallow, per lb .......................... ft 6
Turkeys. “ ........................... 10 ftll
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ ftlO
American Goode in England— A iharp Bap
Over the Enuoklei for the
London Timet.
special Notices.
UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.
Minufaetoriei, Mill!, Shopi, Etc.
Qolng North.
No. 4 No.2|
p. m. p. m.
8 00 12 15
7 2.5 11 41
7 15 11 36
fi 30 11 07
5 55 10 40
5 07 10 18
8 55 9 80
STATIONS.
Muskegon
Ferrysburg
Grand Haven
;Pigeon|
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan
Going South.
No. 8 No. 1
p. ra. a. m.
1 45 7 50
2 18 8 40
2 28 8 50
2 58 9 40
3 85 11 15
8 55 11 45
4 45 1 15
gutiinw fiwftflnj.
Attorney!.
JJOWAKD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.
O HERBURNE, S. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney© at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks & Bros.
rpEN EYCK, J.. Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
Bakerlu.
1_)KSSINK,G. J. A. Proprletror of City Bakerv;L Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on call; Eighth street.
Basking and Exchan e.
IT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.
Barbin.
T'VEMING, W. U., Manufacturer of Plows, ByU Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
1 1 EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines' cor. 10th & River street.
DAUELS.VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proorictors1 of Pttigger Mills; ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
I7ERBEEK, H. W..& CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Notary Public!
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance1 Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made in Holland and vicinity.
IYOOST, John A. Notary Public. Office In Com-
JLli mon Council Room?, Van Landegenda block,
Eighth street.
II7ALSII, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
VV and Insurance Agent. Otlice, City Drug
Store, 8th street.
Phyiielaui
A NNI8. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.
|>EST, R. B. & McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
13 Office at their residence, Overysel, Mtch. Dr.
McK. Best will go to East Saugatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himself in raadineas
for professional calls.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician- and Surgeon: Office
I j corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public sqnare.
If ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Ml over E. Ukbold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth streeL __
Dead Animals.
The question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersigned whose place ofbusinessisnear
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read-
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him
thereof.
Brnhard Wick.
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876. 29-ly
Common Salt from a pound to a barrel,
and Ashton Dairy Salt— the only salt fit
for use in making butter— for sale at P. &
A. Steketee. We have 150 barrels of com-
mon salt which must be sold. Call at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given to all persons in-
debted to the late firm of E. Krulsinga &
Son, that the undersigned has been ap-
pointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtedness due them,
must be paid to him without delav.
MANLY D. HOWARD,
Awignee of E. Kruizenga & Son.
Holland, March 28, 1877.
--
FOB SALE.
rpHE following described Lot? In the City of1 Holland, I will Mill at the following pncca:
Lot 9, Block F. Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $175
each; Lot 18. Block 8, Lot fi, Block 11. South West
Addition $175 each. Lom 1, 2, 3.4, 5 & fi in Block
25, am organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$125 each, except Lota 1 & 2 which are $300 each.
Aleo 6 lota Went of Find avenue at $125 each. The
above will be aold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots a, io, 11, 12, 18, and 14. in Block
K. Lots 2, 4, 5 and » In Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
OCUOUTEN, R. A. City Pnystcian. Office at D.
O R. Meengs* Drug Store, 8th Street.
pvE (.ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U shampooulug. hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea-
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-»y
Books id Stationery.
TTANTERS, L. T. Dealer In Books, Station-
IV ery, Ctgare, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.
Booti mi Slioei.
TJEROLD, B., Manufacturer of and dealer in
ll Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.
Bntlit.
/NEED. M. Dental Surgeon; residence and of-
VT flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker«&
Van Raalte.
'JT'ERGUSON B. It. Dental Surgeon. Performs
JU all operations appertaining to Dentistry in
best style of the art. Office over H. D. Post,the
Eighth street. 14-ly
Drug* mi keiieliii.
f\OE8BURG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl-
1 / clues, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefnlly put up: Eighths!.
TI700LLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at re*i-
Yf dence, cor. 7th and Market St's. All calls
promptly attended to, day or night.
Fkotogriphir.
If IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XX lery opposite this office.
Biiilin.
A new lot of Boots and Shoes— endless
in variety of styles and makers— for sale
P. & A. STEKETEE.
One day last week a correspondent of
the Timet brought a great discovery to the
notice of that Journal in the following
letter: “I chanced lately to go into a
village shop where cotton goods are sold.
On the counter lay a large piece of cotton
cloth or calico on which was stamped an
eagle on a rock, occupying ten inches,
with the words, ‘This cloth was made in
America;’ and a second piece, also Amer-
ican, with the name of an English firm as
agent, both a penny a yard cheaper than
the English of the same, or rather inferior,
quality.” We must say that it takes our
“enterprising” daily contemporaries a long
time to find out what is going on in our
own country. Their foreign correspond-
ence, as a rule, is excellent; if a Hindoo
does not get enough to eat whole columns
are sent about the awful incident from
Calcutta; hut to events which are happen-
ing at our own doors they seem to pay no
attention whatever. A tire, in which four
creatures are burnt alive in London, is
dismissed in three lines at the bottom of a
column, while the submarine telegraph
and a force of special correspondents are
called in to report that a “drunken
Cossack has killed a Roumanian peasant
at Parapan ” There appears to us to he
great room lor a paper which would con-
descend to give a little English news now
nntl then. Mottling more important ha*
eccr happened in the history of English
trade than the threatened displacement of
our cotton manufactures by those of America.
Yet wo have for mouths looked in vain
for a word in the lending journals on the
subject. Piece-goods from the Lonsdale
Mills, of New York State, tire now sold
in every town in England at a lower price
and of belter quality than English goods
of a nominally corresponding grade. Is
not the fulling off of our Lancashire trade
very mysterious? People who go about
the world with their eyes shut think that
it is. The fact is that the Americaus are
healing us in our own field— a fact which
it may take the political economists and
city editors a long time to digest’, but
which, unfortunately, will soon be brought
home to us all by the spectacle of thou-
sauds of workingmen thrown permanently
out of employment, and the hopeless paral-
ysis of a chief source of our commercial
prosperity. The disaster might still he
warded off if our manufacturers would
only bestir themselves to meet and dislodge
their rivals ; but they are told by the city
editor of the Timet and other authorities
that it “is only a passing cloud”; and,
although they have been told the same
thing for three or four years, aud the cloud
has not passed, yet they go on believing
it, and presently will be rudely shaken
out of the fool’s paradise in which they
have been slumbering. We repeatedly
told the public last year in these columns
that American manufactured cotton could
be bought belter and cheaper in London
Ilian the products of the Lancashire mills.
It has taken the Times till July, 1877, to
find out the same piece of news. How
long will it take our contemporary to ap-
prehend its full meaning and significance?
—London World.
concluded with a vigorous protest in writ-
ing, which bore many signatures. Web-
ster listened attentively with unchanged
countenance, and when the spokesman
had resumed his seat he rose and replied.
He spoke half an hour, and before he
concluded he grew as eloquent as he was
often heard. His defense was simply that
he deemed the measure one demanded by
the interests of the whole country, although
it might not be specially adapted to the
wants and interests of any sect, and after
clearly setting this forth he made such an
appeal to the delegation to remember that
they were Americans, as well as Quakers,
that I was fairly electrified. The effect
produced by his words on the delegation
was astonishing. When he began they
were all seated; after he had spoken ten
minutes one after another rose to his feet,
until they were all standing; then they
commenced to move toward him, and they
had soon surrounded him in a body. Be-
fore he finished I saw the chairman take
out his petition and tear it to pieces; and
when he had finished some of them were
shedding tears, and all were grasping
Webster’s hands ns fast as they could get
them. “Friend Webster,’ cried the spokes,
man, ‘thee is right and we are wrong; we
owe thee an apology; we will say no more
about it; thee knows thy duty better than
It Hatt Stood the Tent,
I7AUPELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer InV Harneet, Trunka, Saddle* and Whips;
Eighth street. _
Giving Machine!.
chine/’ Dealers In needles and attachments.
Tobacco and Cigars.
ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snufi, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Watohei and Jewelry.
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
fj and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block
River Street.
*¥
TtfEENGS, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med-
Mi. ictnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fntnerles. Eighth street.
XT’ AN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer In Drags, Medi-V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr,
W. Van Dbn Bibo’s Family Medicines; RtveriJt.
See advertisement.
Furnlturs.
If EYER, H. & CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnr-
;?X ntlore, Cnrtalns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
nlctnre Frames, etc.; River street
-pBIDBEMA J. M., £ SON, General Dealers In
Xt> Farnitnre & Coffins wKighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Itoieticis.
I o. of o. r.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting others are cordially Invited.
B. A. Scuoutbn, N. O.
N.W. Bacon, R. 8.
Webiter and the Quaken.
F. ft A. X.
A Rbqulab Commnnicatlon of Unity Lodob.
No. 191. F. & A. M.. will lie held at Masonic Hall.
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, Aug.
22, at 7# o’clock, sharp.
J. S. Bout, W. M.
O. Bbbyxan, Sec'y.
If you doubt the wonderful success of
Shiloh' t Consumption Cure, give it a trial;
then if you are not perfectly satisfied, re-
turn the bottle ana we will refund the
price paid. It has established the fact that
Consumption can be cured, while for
Coughs, Hoarseness, Astltma, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung or Throat troubles,
there is nothing like it for a ouick and pos-
itive cure, and it seldom fails. 10 cents,
50 cents, and $1.00 per bottle. If your
Lungs are sore, or Chest or Back lame, use
Shiloh's Porout Platter, Price 25 cents.
Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70 Eighth
street and Wm. Van Putten, River street,
Holland, Mich.
Dr. Shiloh’s System Vitalizer is no
doubt the most successful cure for Dys-
pepsia and Liver Complaint we have ever
known, otherwise we could not guarrantee
it. In cases of Comsumptlon, where Gen-
eral Debilltv, Loss of Appetite and Con-
stipation exist, it will restore and regulate
the system while Shdoh't Cure allays the
inflamation and heals the lungs. Price 75
cenls. Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70,
Eighth street, and Wm. Van Putten, River
street, Holland. Mich.
Hackmktack, a rich and fragrant pur-
fume. Sold by the above dealers.
Messrs. P. & A. Steketee are selling the
best line of Teas in the city; Japan Tea
cheaper and better than has ever been
offered before in this city. One trial will
satisfy any one. We have such an Im-
mense stock of Brown Sheeting’s that we
can offer them by the yard, piece or
wagon load. Call and see at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
“While 1 was in the Senate (said Gen-
eral Shields) I saw much of Webster both
in and out of the capital. He met me one
day and said: “Shields, I find I have got
into difficulty with some of my constit-
uents, some Quakers, who are dissatisfied
with my advocacy of a certain measure,
and they have sent a large delegation
down here from Massachusetts to make a
protest. I have promised to meet them
this evening, and I would like to have you
there.”
“Why, what can I do?”
“Your native blarney, Shields— it may
help me out of, trouble.”
“I laughed at the idea of blarney effect-
ing anything where Daniel Webster’s elo-
quence could not convince, and I made
that objection, but he insisted, and 1
promised to be on band. Evening came,
and I joined Mr. Webster at his rooms.
Presently the delegation arrived and were
seated, a dozen or twenty of the moat sol-
emn men I have ever seen, all rigidly
costumed in Quaker dress. Without wast-
ing any time the chairman arose and ad-
dressed Mr. Webster in a set speech. He
commented severely on the course of the
Senator as to the measure in question, set-
ting forth the bad effect which it might
have on their secti expressing great sor-
row and surprise that Mr. Webster bad
been found supporting such a bill, and
we.’
“The next day I met Mr. Webster, and
with a countenance of perfect gravity he
said: ‘Well, Shields— now didn’t we hlat-
ncy those fellows nicely?”’
Advices of the 81st ult. from the cily of
Mexico state that President Diaz is court-
ing the good opinion of foreign powers,
especially the United States. Newspapers
formerly hostile to him are now praising
his acts. Diaz presented the centennial
premiums from the Philadelphia exhibi-
tion at the National theater July 22, when
there was much enthusiasm, and many al-
lusions were made to the good relations
between Mexico and the United States.
The excitement on the border question has
subsided. It is reported that arrangements
have been made for the payment to the U-
nited States of the next installment of the
amount awarded by the mixed commis-
sion, and Diaz intends to recommend that
the next Congress adopt measures ack-
nowledging the English debt and provid-
ing for its payment with interest. Four
of Lenin’s generals, named Loz ;, Alt..mi-
cano, Loaez and Velez, have offered their
services to Diaz, and they have according-
ly been assigned to high commands.
Peace reigns throughout the republic.
Gen. Steinmelz, the gallant old Prus-
sian, has just died at the baths of Landeck
in Silesia, at the age of 81. Gen. Stein-
Metz won the chief honors at his life at
an age when most men have retired in
dotage, his conduct of the preliminary
maneuvers and fighting in the Austrian
campaign of 1866 making him the first
soldier in the kingdom next to Van Moltke.
In the Franco-German war he was given
command of the first army of invasion,
the one opening against Metz, but there
was some conflict between him and Von
Moltke, which was not at all improved
when he was subordinated to Prince Fred-
eric Charles, and the old man had to be
retired to the governorship of Silesia, great •
ly to his own grief and the regret of his
fellow in years, the king, now the emperor.
The exact truth of Ibis mailer is likely to
be much debated in German history. The
friends of Steinmetz claim that he was put
out of the way in order that the imperial
nephew might win glory.
One of the greatest changes which have
taken place in New York of late years
has been in the matter of marriage. Thir-
ty years ago the money question entered
comparatively little into consideration,
but now among the upper twenty thousand ,
or those who consider themselves so, it
has very great weight. Mothers keep
their girls as much as possible out of the
way of pleasant hut poor young men, and
many girls are quite disposed to discour-
age tlie attentions of men who could not
even afford a house in the city. The
number of spinsters in the higher class
here, and more especially in Boston, goes
on Increasing, and early marriages become
fewer every year. It is the penally paid
for a more highly civilized and artificial
existence.
An East Boston family have been sur
prised to find that a person who had
boarded with them for three weeks and
had dressed, smoked, and worked in a ship-
yard like a man, is really a woman, who
couldn’t get work in her own costume,
and so slipped off with her brother’s.
IIfollilllll 4<tfi lltw.
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
CHE NEWS CONDENSE!).
THE EAST.
Hksby Maiwkix. a well-known New York
merchant, has been arrested on a charge of
forging acceptances to the amount of #33,000.
____ A man named Coffroth, editor of a Somer-
set (Pa.) paper, while riding in a carriage in
Pittsburgh, was asked by the driver if he
would allow twoBtrangera to rido with him,
and consented. The men suddenly pinioned
his arms behind him, placed a revolver at his
head, and robbed him of money and valuables
to the extent of #400.
About sixty conductors on the Second ave-
nue horse-car line, in New York, have been
arrested on a charge of “beating the bell-
punch" and pocketing the proceeds of the
cheat.
THE WEST.
John E. Daily, a San Francisco stock broker,
was recently shot and killed in the streets of
that city by Leslie C. Hanks, Consul General
for Guatemala. The latter subsequently com-
mitted suicide at his cell in the jail, bv shoot-
ing himself through the breast with a'Hpring-
field ritie. . . .Dr. J. B. Armstrong, a prominent
physician of Terre Haute, Ind., was recently
shot and killed by an unknown assassin, while
returning from a visit to a sick patient in the
suburbs of the city.
A report from Lincoln, Neb., says millions
of grasshoppers have been flying over that vi-
cinity. They were going in every direction,
but not lighting in any locality in sufliciont
numbers to cause any uneasiness ____ San Fran-
cisco has been visited by a destructive conflagra-
tion. Two blocks of buildings, mostly small re-
tail shops, wore burned. Loss estimated at
#150,000 — Latest crop reports from Illinois,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, Minneso-
ta, Nebraska, Ohio, Missouri and Kansas are
favorable both in point of yield and successful
harvesting. In some quarters farmers are re-
ported as withholding their grain from market,
expecting to realize better prices than are now
offered.
The Ohio editors will hold their annual meet-
ing at Toledo Sept. 20 -21. Joseph Medill, of
the Chicago Trittune, will deliver the annual
address, and William D. Gallagher, of Louis-
ville, Ky., will read a poem.... The yacht
Pamlico capsized and sunk in the harbor of
Chicago, a few days ago. Four men were on
board, all of whom were drowned.
• Senator Morton returned home from Ore-
gon in a sad physical condition. The Indian-
apolis ,/ounm/ says, “there were grave appre-
hensions at one time that he would not pet
home alive. The left arm is paralyzed, but the
physicians think only temporarily. Should his
arm continue paralyzed, he will be rendered
helpless, as he has onlv been able to walk bv
support of canes. Dr. Thompson thinks that
in time he will recover the use of his arm,
but, for the present, he will bo permitted
to see no one except his family." ____
An order for the release of Joyce, the only
member of the St. Louis whisky ring remaining
in prison, was made by the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Western district of Missouri,
last week. Joyce was separately sentenced on
each of the three counts of the* indictment on
which he was convicted. Ho has served out
the term of the sentence first pronounced, and
the court held that the cumulative sentences
were illegal.
Chauncey Rose, (he richest and most benev-
olent man in Terre Haute, Ind., is dead. He
leaves a fortune of #5,000,000. He was a
practical philanthropist, and in the course of
bis life gave over #2,000,000 to charities and
private beneficence.
SOUTH.
The Georgia Constitutional Convention, by a
vote of 116 to 15, has inhibited the payment of
the bonds issued by the Bullock Government
during the reconstruction davs. They aggre-
gate about #8,000,000 ...United States Mar-
shal Purnell was recently shot and fatallv
wounded by Frank Britton, at Austin. Texas. '
Gen. Halliday, the Democratic nominee for
Governor of \ irginia, is called the armless hero.
He lost bo Ui arms in the Confederacy.
A band of fifteen Mexican greasers recently
crossed into Texas, entered Kio Grande City,
broke open the jail, shot Judge Cox and the
jailor, and released two notorious outlaws.
The civil authorities called upon the military
for Msistance, and Col. Price with 100 regulars
and two Gatling puus started in pursuit of the
Mexicans, hut failed to overtake them. Thev
recrossed the river and entered Mexico seventy-
seven miles below Rio Grande.
WASHINGTON.
Tue President left Washington on Monday,
Aag. 13, to be absent a week or ten days in
Vermont and New Hampshire. He was* ac-
companied by Secretaries Evarts, McCrary, Key
and Deyens. In September the President will
go to Ohio, remaining a few davs at his home
m Fremont, after which he will visit Kentucky
Tennessee and Southwestern Virginia. .. .it
has been decided by the administration that
two or three commissioners shall be sent to
Canada, to negotiate for the return of Sitting
will and his band to the American side of the
line.
Will'.am J. Murtaoh, proprietor of the
National Hepublican, was cowhided a few
mornings ago, in front of his office by JosephS Harrodsburrr. Ky., on account
,c-
The Cabinet, at a meeting held the other
^day, authorized Gen. Terry and a civilian in
Government service to represent the UnitedL ' 4TbG. Ic&binet alK0 considered
the Rio Grande troubles at some length It
and committed other depredations. The Cab-
inet approves the action of the Governor under
the extradition treaty.
cisco, while fixing a lower f rice for those who
wish to go home. Mr. Morton promised to in-
troduce la the Senate the desired legislation.
The Pahama Star and Herald announces the
total loss of the Pacific Steam Navigation Com-
pany’s steamer Eten, Capt Coalhupe, on the
morning of the 15th of July, at Los Vitos,
seventy miles north of Valparaiso. Fourteen
bodies had been recovered. Forty-three of the
crew and passengers had reached' the shore in
safety, and twenty were still on the nicks. A
British war vessel and a Chilian gunl oat went
to the scene of the wreck as soon as it was re-
ported, but were uuablo to render any assist-
ance owing to the rough weather and fog.
Survivors on the rocks, from exjwsure and
want of food, threw themselves into
the sea to ’end their misery. Only
three of these were saved. The total num-
ber of lives lost by the disaster is about 100 ____
United States Marshal Purnell, of Texas, who
was recently shot at Austin, in that State, by
Frank Britton, was originally from Indiana, and
is a son-in-law of Bishop Ames.
Riotous proceedings of the miners ami other
disaffected laborers in Pennsylvania continue.
There is also seme trouble in the coal regions
of Maryland ____ Au English steamer has just
sailed from New Haven with a full cargo of
ammunition of American manufacture for the
Turks.
POLITICAL.
GENERAL.
The public is warned that numerous and
well-executed counterfeits on the City Bank of
Montreal, the Dominion Bank of Toronto, the
Boy« Canadian Bank, and the British Bank of
North America are in circulation.
Cm. Brown, of the United States Engineer
Corps, has inspected the Eads jetties at the
mouth of the Mississippi river, and pronounces
the work a substantial success.
A deputation of leading Chinamen recently
called on Senator Morton, in Han Francisco,
and invoked him to secure the passage through
Congress of a hill providing for a modification
or abrogation of the Burlingame treatv, and
imposing a tax of #100 upon every Mongol
landing on American shores. Thev also re-
quest the steamship company to double the
passage Vates for Chinese coming lo San Frnn-
The Maine Republican Convention met at
Augusta on the 9th inst., and was called to
order by Senator James G. Blaine. Joseph
Drummond, of Portland, was made President
of the convention. Gov. Connor was nomi-
nated by acclamation for re-election to the
Governorship. The Committee on Resolutions
made their report. The resolutions declare it
to be the imperative duty of the National Gov-
ernment. by the exercise of every constitu-
tional power, to extend its protection to every
citizen, native and naturalized, white and col-
ored, whether men tied by tyranny abroad, or
by political persecution, now shielded under
the heresy of States rights at home. That
the Republicans of Maine view with solicitude
and alarm the complete consolidation of
all political power in sixteen Southern States
in the hands of those who precipitated the re-
bellion, while the Union men are persecuted in-
to silence or banishment, and tne entire col-
ored race so practically disfranchised by force
and fear that in Congressional districts where
they have more than two-thirds of the voters
have nominated Frodorick W. M. Halliday
for Governor. . . . A Cincinnati dispatch savs the
workingmen’s movement is growing to formida-
ble proportion* in Ohio. Legislative tickets
are to be placed in the field in nearlv every
county, and a State ticket will also lie placed in
nomination. The movement is not confined to
the working classes in the towns, but i* extend*
ing to the farmers in the rural districtA
A State convention of the Workingmen’s
party in Ohio was held at Cincinnati last week.
A platform was adopted, and the following
ticket nominated : For Governor, L. H. Bond,
of Cincinnati ; lieutenant Governor, Francis
Skarde, of Cleveland ; State Treasurer. L. H.
Hiue, of Loveland; Clerk of the Supreme
Court, Henry Anmqierger, of Cincinnati;
Board of Public Works, P. G. McGeenev, of
Xenia ; School Commissioner, Peter H dark,
of Cincinnati.
Washington telegram : “ Mr. Blaine, in a
letter received here, expresses an apprehension
that the Southern policy of President Hayes
will be tost sight of in the agitation of the
labor troubles. He intimates that he will en-
deavor to keep ou top in the agitation of the
labor question. He states that bo is fullv satis-
fied with the Maine Republican Convention.
Butler appears to be training for a working-
men's candidate in the House, and Philadel-
phia men have written to him letters urging
him to be their candidate."
The Democratic State Convention of Maine
met at Portland on the 14th of August, and on
the third ballot nominated Joseph H. Williams,
of Augusta, for Governor. Resolution < were
adopted reaffirming the platform aud principles
of the St. Louis Convention, characterizing as
monstrous the political fraud which resulted in
the reversal of the election of Samuel J. Tilden
as President, and asking an amendment to the
constitution which will make a repetition im-
possible, and final l> declaring *• that the restor-
ation to the common rights of citizenship of
the people of three Southern States long kept
subject to military occupation is a just ac-
knowledgment of the wisdom of Democratic
principles; that the Democratic party acts upon
principle, makes no factious opposition, and
opposes only what is wrong m the
administration in possession of the Gov-
ernment." — The Greenback party of
New Jersey held their State Convention at
Trenton, last
Russians and spent the interval in neighboring,
villages with bands of Bashi-Bazouks now re-
appeared and sought out and slew the dwellers
on their own farms. The hospital was burnt,
with all the Russian aud Bulgarian wounded.
Only a few inhabitants escaped, and it is be-
lieved that in the town and neighboring villa-
ges, one of the fairest and richest spots m Eu-
rope, the number of peasants and townsfolk
massacred amounted to as many as all the
Russian killed aud wounded in the late great
battle.
A sharp engagement was fought at Kalofcr,
south of the Balkans, on the 13th inst., be-
tween the Russians and a portion of Suleiman
Pasha’s command, resulting, according to Turk-
ish accounts, in the rout of the Russians and
the capture of Rosalia and Harem-Bogaz
passes. During the retreat of the Russians
the heavy fire of the Turks exploded a jiowdor-
magazine, killing many of them and creating a
wild panic. The Russian toss in this battle is
placed at 500 killed and 1,000 wounded ____ The
passage of the Danube by the main body of
the Roumanian army has been postponed until
large Russian reinforcements arrive.
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
. . . week, and nominated Gen.
Thomas I). Hoxey for Governor. The resolu-
tions demand an immediate repeal of the Rc-
they are unable to elect one of their race or a of 'J l! l' ' W i ' "K t0 ll tbe coutractjj)n
white man in sympathy with their interests. ! ail,l the g^ieral chstress of the
Thirtv-fivo representatives in Coneress. and! an^. "arn ''orkmgmen that it is partThirty-five representatives Congress, and
thirty-five electoral votes appropriated to the
Southern States by reason of their colored i>op-
ulation are thus invested to the soie aggran-
dizement of Confederate power in the
National Government, and late rebel ,
soldiers in Georgia, South Carolina, Mis- 1 repul1 of tk la"*
sissippi and Louisiana are thus enabled to exert 1
in tbe administration of the Government more
than double tbe political power of Union sol-
diers in any Northern State. That the action
of the Democrats of the House of Representa-
tives, in refusing appropriations for the army,
except upon conditions that deprived the
Commander-in-Chief of the discretion vested
in him by the constitution, was wholly unjus-
tifiable, dangerous and revolutionary, and it
is a striking commentary on this evil and
perilous course that two of the States whose
entire representation in Congress aided in
defeating the Army bill have been since com-
pelled, under pressure and violence of mob
law, to call on the National Government for
such aid as only the army can render. ITiat a
sound currency, based on coin and redeemable
in coin, is essential to the prosperity of the
people, and wo therefore demand that, in the
resumption of specie payment, the promise
of the National Government he kept in an
honest, straightforward manner, and that no
backward or sideway step bo taken. The
resolutions oppose any further land grants or
subsidies for railroads by the General Govern-
ment ; favor such incidental protection aud
development of the country as the wisest
system of revenue may rightfully and properly
afford : also favor wise aud salutary measures
tending to the purification, integritv, and inde-
pendence of the civil service, and declare that
non-sectarian education must he continued.
Charles J. Talbot moved tbe adoption of the
resolutions, and moved tbe previous question.
A scene of confusion ensued, and tbe previous
question was not seconded. Gen. J. S. Cham-
berlain moved an amendment, as follows :
Itemlrcd, That we reaffirm unshaken confluence
In the integrity, patriotism, and statesmanship of
Rutherford B. Hayes, and we cordially approve hi«
efforts to carry out in good faith the principles
enunciated by the Cincinnati Convention.
Gov. Chamberlain spoke in favor of bis
amendment, and bis remarks were received
with great applause. C. A. Boutell, of Bangor,
moved the following amendment, aud advocated
its adoption :
llfiulcrd. That this convention declares its belief
that Gov. Packard, of Louisiana, and Gov. Chaiidwr-
lain, of Honth Carolina, were entitled to their re-
spective offices by the same votes which elected
Rutherford B. Hayes President of the United States,
aud that both Governors were clearly entitled to re-
cognition by the National Government, and by fail-
ure to recognize them placed the National Govern-
ment in the humiliating attitude of surrendering to
rebel* threatening with anus in their hands to resist
its legitimate authority.
Mr. Blaine took tbe floor, and said he was
opposed to both resolutions, and in favor of
peace. He moved that the resolutions be
tabled, and made a speech in support of his
motion, in which he said : “I do not rise to
speak for an indorsement of the administra-
tion or against it, for the Southern policy or in
opposition to it A difference is existing in the
Republican party. What shall be done about
it? Shall one man be compelled to swallow the
opininnsof another, or shall not each have lil>-
erly to cherish his own? I am opposed to both
hese resolutions. I am known by perhaps
every member of this convention to entertain
very decided views on the Southern question,
but I am just as ready to vote against the reso-
lution condemning the President's policy as I
am to vote against one approving. We cannot
take action either way without offending good
men, and creating needless heartburnings ami
dimensions. We can all unite on a strong
platform, embracing the issues which wo hold
in common. Wocanr&llvas one man to the
support of Gov. Connor. We can ho tolerant
of each other's opinions. We can all re-
member and adapt the old theological
maxim winch teaches, ‘In essen-
tials there should be unity; in non-
essentials. liberty ; in all things, charity.’’’
A. G. Lebroko made a violent speech against
the administration, which was greeted with
cheers and hisses. After other speeches Aaron
H. Morrill said he wanted peace, but there was
no peace in opposition to the national admin-
istration, and he desired to say this to his
friends who had preceded Ijim. He proceeded
to address the convention amid a scene of great
confusion, being greeted with cheers and
hisses. BIr. Blaine’s motion to lay , both
resolutions on the table prevailed....
A meeting of disaffected Ohio Republicans
met at Columbus last week, and was presided
over by Gen. John Beatty, former member of
(tongress. Resolutions wore adopted bitterly
denouncing the Southern policy of President
Hayes.... A. B. Cornell, Naval bflicerof New
York, and Chairman of the Republican State
Committee, says he will not resign either
office, but proposes to hold on to hotn until re-
tired.
West Virginia, at an election held on the
7th inst.r voted on the capital-removal ques-
tion, but failed to decide anything. Three
places were voted for— Martinsburg, Clarks-
burg, and Charleston. As neither of tne places
received a majority of ‘all the votes cast, an-
other election will bo held in sixty days, in
which the two towns receiving the
largest vote on Tuesday will be
voted ^ for ..... The Virginia Democrats
of the conspiracy of the money power to pau-
perize and then disfranchise labor. All parties
who desire relief f rom the present burdens are in-
vited to join. The resolutions also denounced
the demonetization of silver and demanded the
Advices from Hayti state that the revolu-
tion has again broken out in that republic.
Port an Prince is declared in a state of siege.
A large portion of the city was fired, and the
conflagration continued for two days, and had
not been extinguished when the mail steamer
left — Jovellar has been removed from the
Captain Generalship of Cuba, and Blanco ap-
pointed in his place.
Late news from the Flowery Kingdom :
The first telegraph in China— a private lino six
miles long, near Hong Kong— is working suc-
cessfully; other lises will be erected. The
cholera has appeared in several ports along the
coast. The ravages of famine continue in the
northern provinces. The Government an-
nounces great victories over the Mohammedans
by Gen. Tsos’ army in tbe West.
A London dispatch says it is asserted by En
glish Russophobists that at the meeting of the
Emperors of Austria and Germany the parti-
tion of the Ottoman empire was agreed on.
Russia to take Armenia, Austria to have Bos-
nia and Herzegovina, Greece to have Epirus,
Thessaly and Crete, and Bulgaria to be gov-
erned by a German Prince. As a part of the
agreement, it is said, tbe Russian armv is to
be allowed to pass through Kervia. . . .The ex-
planation of Gen. Grant's sudden change of
intention, by which France was omitted from
his field of travel for the present, is said to be
due to tbe request of the French Government.
It was feared that his presence in France
prior to the elections might give rise to Re-
publican demonstiations and embarrass tbe
Government.
THE TURKO- RUSSIAN WAR.
A dispatch from Bucharest says tbe Russian
troops around Plevna have l>eeu reinforced, and
now number 70.000. The Roumanian army,
numbering 25,000, now passing continuallv to
Nikopolis, will form the extreme right of this
force. .. .There seems no reason to doubt that
the Russians have not only evacuated Kezanlik,
but all their positions south- of the Balkans, and
that Gen. Gourka is retreating through the
Shipka pass upon Tirnova.
A cable dispatch, describing the battle of
Vladino, where Osman Pasha was intrenched,
says : “ Under cover of the roar and smoko of
the guns, a movement was made by the Rus-
sians on the flanks aud the center of the Turk-
ish position. The Russian infantry poured in
masses on the Turkish works, and were re-
ceived with the dogged resistance that has al-
ways characterized the Turks behiud intrench-
menta. A firm and bitter fire was kept on
the assailants, under which they recoiled,
and at last fell back repulsed, leaving the
ground in front of the Turkish works covered
with dead and wounded. The repulse was onlv. ____ lv
temporary, however, for the Russians, with
splendid gallantry, reformed, and charged
again and again upon the obstinate defenders,
but with the same unavailing and dreadfully
fatal results as in the first onset All the day
this fearful fight went on, the Russians hurling
themselves with a desperate courage on the
intrenchraeuts of the Turks, and as
steadily being repulsed, every assault leaving
its ghastly contribution to the dead and
wounded. Only at the close of the daw when
the Russian line staggered before the Turkish
fire, did Osman Pasha give the signal to attack,
and, from a firm and steady defense, the lurks
assumed the offensive, rushing upon their foes
with overwhelming force and audacity, and at
night Osman Pa«hii was victorious along the
emire line of battle. The tosses ou both sides
were heavy.”
The Russian Grand Duke Nicholas narrowly
escaped capture at Eski-Saghra . . Achmet
Pasha, who surreuderod ’ Nikopolis to the Rus-
sians, has committed suicide .... Dysentery and
malarial fever are decimating the ranks of the
Russians in the Dobrudscha ____ The Czar is
making gigantic preparations to retrieve the
late disasters to his arms at Plevna. Reinforce-
ments to the number of 100,000, all picked regi-
ments, and 250 cannon are being hurried to the
front with all possible speed.
The war correspondent of the London Daily
AVfrs, who is in high favor with the Russian
military authorities, telegraphs to his paper
that the reinforcements for the Russian army
will require more time to reach the front than
was at first supposed, and that consequently it
will be impossible to conclude the war during
the present year. Great battles will be fought,
he says, but only north of tbe Balkan moun-
tains. The hope entertained by the Russians
of being able to advance on Adrianople
at once lias been postponed, and the
aim of the Russian Generals now is to
sweetp Bulgaria, north of the Balkans, clear
of the Turkish armies. The passes of the
Balkans are to be held at all hazards, a strong
position being taken up for this purpose at
Kasaniik.... Russia experiences serious diffi-
culty in filling the ranks of the landwehr in
consequence of. tbe reluctance with which men
come forward. With a view to obviate this the
Government has issued notice that the men
will not be required to goto the front, but
merely take the place at home of the reserves
and garrison troops. In Russian Poland all
males from 18 to 45 years of ago are being regis-
tered, preparatory to calling out the remaining
classes of the general levy.
A correspondent with the Russian army
in Bulgaria telegraphs that “appalling ac-
counts continue to come in of the misery of
fugitives from the districts devastated by the
Bashi-Bazouks aud Bulgarians. Thousands of
women and children are homeless and perishing
for want of shelter, medical attendance, and
food. A large number of Baahi-Bazonks patrol
the Tschirpan district The district is one of the
richest in that part of Turkey. It contains a
very large proportion of Christians, over thirty
chorches, aud 500 schools and colleges, all of
which have been burnt Numbers of villages
containing from 150 to 200 families each, were
destroyed, and the inhabitants put to the
sword. It is also reported that the Turks
burned the hospital at Eski-Saghra, containing
800 sick.”
Further accounts confirm the reports re-
specting the terrible outrages cammitted by the
Turks at Eski-Saghra. After the Russians
evacuated the town the terrified inhabitants en-
deavored to follow tbe Russians, but the Cir-
cassians occupied the road to Kasaniik, and the
Turks sent a guard round the town so that
none might escape, and then began the scene of
fiendish cruelty. Neither ago nor sex was
spared. Notables who had fled before the
Symptoms of uneasiness are apparent in Rus-
sian Poland. Many of the inhabitants have
arms — Reports of the famine in India repre-
sent a sickening state of affairs in the empire.
It is stated that the stricken area contains
18,000,000 sufferers dependent for food upon
the activity and exertions of those who trans-
port grain to the country ; that the Presidency
is powerless to satisfy their wants, and that
all aid that can be secured is necessary
to the salvation of life. Over 500,000
neople have perished, and more have
been found dead on a single morning than died
during the whole Bengal famine. Passenger
trains have been partially discontinued on the
roads to enable relief trains to go through, and
a frantic appeal is sent to the principal cities of
England, Scotland, Ireland and India for as-
sistance in the hour of peril ____ The crop re-
ports from Great Britain are not very encour-
aging. The wheat is poor, and wet weather
has seriously interfered with the harvesting ____
The British Parliament has been prorogued to
the 30th of October. The Queen in her
speech, referring to the Turco-Russian war,
says : “ I shall not fail to use my best efforts,
when suitable opportunity occurs, for the
restoration of peace on terras compatible with
the honor of the belligerents, and with the
general safety and welfare of the other nations.
If, in course of the contest, the rights of my
empire should be assailed or endangered, .
should confidently rely ou your hell) to vindi
cate and maintain them.”
COMMERCIAL NOTES.
Washington hotels are experiencing
hard times, and some are financially em-
barrassed.
The New Haven Journal continues to
observe signs of a gradual revival of
trade prosperity in the United States.
One manufactory of silverware in
this country has the credit of working
up more silver than all similar manufac-
tories in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain.
A slight advance in the stocks of the
railways the most heavily afflicted by
the strikes, and in the midst of the worst
of the strike, shows a money-confidence
in the roads which must have seriously
disappointed the financial sympathizers
with the strikers.
The British trade returns, just pub-
lished, show that the total value of im-
ports into the United Kingdom during
last year was £375,150,000, being an in-
crease of £1,200,000 over 1875. The to-
tal exports were £250,700,000, being a
decrease of £24,800,000 compared with
the previous year.
One of the signs of the times is the
eagerness with which American boot and
slice makers are scouring all regions of
the eartli to build up a foreign trade iu
their goods. They are succeeding fairly.
American styles are popular, aud there
is a prospect of America shoeing the Chi-
nese empire aud all South America.
The carrying trade between New York
and the West Indies is at last in the
hands of Americans exclusively, as far as
steamers are concerned. This is not
only a triumph of American enterprise
in trade, but an out-and-out victory for
American art in the building of steam-
ships and in the navigation of them.
The city of Paterson, N. J., is notable
only for its immense silk factories. The
capital invested is about $6,000,000, and
the number of persons employetl is nearly
7,000. The manufacturing capacity of
the mills is over $12,000,000 annually.
The wages of the employes last year
amounted to more than $2,000,000. This
business is now at a standstill, owing to
a strike.
WASHINGTON NOTES.
The actual amount paid into the treas-
ury from customs collections for the year
ending June 30, 1877, was: Duties on
imports, coin, $129,472,620; duties on
tonnage, currency, $1,472,618.
It is ascertained that the attempt to
secure the removal of Commissioner of
Indian Affairs Smith has been abandoned
until the pending Indian investigation
shall have been completed. The Presi-
dent, it appears, was unwilling that
Smith should be removed or asked to re-
sign until the evidence ou both sides has
been taken by the commission.
The Canadian Minister of the Interior
had a long conference with Secretary
Schurz, the other day, relative to the
disposition of Sitting Bull. The Canada
authorities desire to have the United
States take these Indians back. Of
course, our authorities are not anxious
for such au undertaking. The latest re-
port os to the location of Sitting Bull is,
that he is about 100 miles from Fort Bu-
ford with 1,000 warriors, and that he evi-
dently intends to effect a junction with
Chief Joseph’s band of Nez Perces.
The condition of affairs iu Utah has
engaged the attention of the Cabinet to
some extent at one or two of their late
meetings. The rivalry between the Gen-
tile and Mormon population of that Ter-
ritory seems to be increasing in bitter-
ness, aud a number of new indictments
against Mormons for polygamy and
other offenses have recently been se-
cured. Some of the Gentiles in the Ter-
ritory have been apprehensive that
trouble might grow out of these proceed-
ings, but the administration does not
fear a disturbance of the peace.
It is learned at the War Department,
telegraphs a Washington correspondent,
that the United State troops recently
moved from the Southern States to
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Mary-
land, and to other points where a breach
of the peace was threatened during the
late railroad strikes, will not be sent
back South at present. No necessity is
believed to exist for keeping soldiers in
any of the Southern States, and it is
thought to be more prudent to hold
such United States forces as may be
available for that purpose at points in
the North, where they can be readily
moved to any section where their services
may be needed.
Land Office Commissioner William-
son will soon make a report to Secretary
Schurz of his recent visit to the Wiscon-
sin and Minnesota lumber regions. Com-
missioner Williamson found abundant
evidence during his trip that vast quan-
tities of logs have been cut from the
Government reservation in the vicinity
of Minneapolis aud Stillwater, and driv-
en down the St. Croix and Mississippi
rivers. The pioneers or lumber scouts
iu the employ of the laud office have
measured all the lumber stolen from the
Government reservations at the princi-
pal points, and the United States Mar-
shal has been instructed to seize the
equitable portion of the Government of
the logs from the rafts of the parties
charged with stealing them. A few
seizures have already been made, and
many more are expected.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Breveh ............................ $7 50 rn 13 00
Hook ............................... 5 75 <n. 5 87
Cotton ............................
Flouh— Huperflne Wcutoru ......... 1 50
Wheat— No. 2 ...................... 1 40
Corn— Wentern Mixed .............. 58
Oath— Mixed ....................... 23
Rye— Western ................... ... 70
Pobk— New Mesa ................... 13 80
Lard .............................. 8’4(^
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... C 00
Choice Natives ........... •r> £>
Cows and Heifers ....... 2 25
Good Second-class Steers. 3 75
Medium to Fair .......... 4 50
Hook— Live ........................ 3 75
Flour— Fancy White Winter ..... 7 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 13
No. 3 Spring .............. 08
Corn— No. 2 ........................ 43
1P4'
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Oats— No. 2 ............ .....
Rye— No. 2 .................
Barley— No. 2 ..............
Butter— Choice Creamery. .
Eoos— Fresh ................
Pork— Mess ....................... 13 00
Lard .............................. 8
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ...................... 1 20
No. 2 .................... 1 12
Cobh— No. 2 ....................... 43
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 28
Rye-No. 1 ........................ 53
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 02
sr. Louis.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............ 1 10
Corn .............................. 40
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 24
Rye ................................ 52
Pork— Mess ....................... 13 BO
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The importations of sugar this sum-
mer are immense, and the exportations
small. Li eleven months the importa-
tions have been 1,329,944,035 pounds,
against 1,233,060,717 pounds in the cor-
responding period last year, and they
have been made at 5 cents a pound, os
against 4 cents last year. Tlie export
has been about 36,000,000 pounds. ’Last
year in the same period it was 56,000,000
pounds.
@ 1 23& 40
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HOOS .............................. 4 8U
Cattle .......................... 4 ou
CINCINNATI.
Wheat— Red ....................... 1 15
Corn ............................... 47
Oats ............................... 23
Rye ................................ no
Pork— Mess ....................... 13 45
Labd .............................. 8X(4 10
TOLEDO.
Wheat-No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 26
No. 1 White Michigan ..... 1 29
Corn ............................... 48
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 24
DETROIT.
FLOUR-Medium .................. 7 00
Wheat— No. 1 ..................... 1 88
Corn— No. 1 ....................... 52
Oats— Mixed ...................... 34
Rye ................................ 65
Pork— Mess ..... . ................. ’14 45
<» 1 27
(4 1 31@ ro@ 26
<» 7 50
@ 1 37@ 53
C4 85@ 75
<014 55
One of the plans suggested for in-
creasing the efficiency of the army is to
give the Presideut discretionary power
to increase the maximum to 50*000 en-
listed men, leaving the general field,
line, and staff corps as they now are, and
to establish a general station for recruits
at which large numbers of men shall al-
ways be kept for training. Whenever
it would become necessary to increase
the strength of companies to their stand-
ard, drafts for recruits could be made
upon the central recruiting station, and,
in this way, disciphned soldiers could be
obtained instead of raw recruits. Old
officers say that the cost of transporting
the troops from one section of the
country to another is greater than the in-
crease in pay and allowance under the
plan suggested.
BLOODY BATTLE.
Gen. Gibbon Attacks Chief Jo-
seph’s Band of Savages.
He Hect§ Overwhelming Num-
bers and is Disastrously
Defeated.
Nearly Half His Command Killed and
Wounded.
A terrible battle was fought between
Gen. Gibbon’s command and the Nez
Perces Indians, in Western Montana,
on the 9th inst., the following particu-
lars of which are furnished by a scout
who arrived at Deer Lodge on the 11th :
Gibbon’s entire force numbered 182
men, including thirty-two volunteers and
150 regulars— seventeen officers and
and 133 privates. The soldiers belong to
the the Second and Seventh infantry and
the Seventh cavalry, the larger number be-
ing members of the Seventh infantry. All
were veterans in the service, and had seen
many hard-fought fields, both during
the civil war and in combat with the
redskins. Tuesday night the expedition
camped in Ross Hole, with the Indians
about thirty miles ahead, and on Wednes-
day the Indians made a very short
march, while the whites moved from
Ross Hole over to the Big Hole, being
at sunset on Wednesday evening only
ten miles in the rear of the savages,
who were apparently as uncon-
cerned as ever. Gen. Gibbon be-
lieved that his actions were observed
by Indian scouts, and, therefore, to
blind the foe went into camp, sending
out his own scouts in the meantime to
ascertain the exact location of the savage
village. At 11 p. m., the scouts re-
turned, reporting the Nez Perces in a
strong position at the mouth of Big
Hole, and about three miles above
where the Bannock and Bitterroot trails
cross. The camp was broken at once,
and leaving fifteen men to guard the
supply train, cavalry horses, and moun-
tain howitzers, which would have en-
cumbered them, Gibbon moved his com-
mand about six miles into a ravine open-
ing on to the village, which contained
probably double the number of Nez
Perces that Gibbon thought it did, and
about 400 warriors of Joseph’s,
Looking-Glass’, and Whitebird’s bands.
Just after daylight a small party of sav-
ages, unaware of the proximity of the
troops, started after their herd, which
was grazing some distance off. The vol-
unteers opened fire on the Indians, thus
beginning the fight. The village was
immediately charged, and at first it ap-
peared that the Indians were panic-
stricken and would make no resistance
to the exultant soldiers, who hurled vol-
ley after volley into their tepees with
deadly effect, but, on recovering from
their* momentary panic, the redskins
turned on their pursuers and, yelling
like demons, swarmed from their tents,
needle-guns in hand, and poured a flood
of lead into the whites, killing fifteen
men at the first volley, including Lieut.
Bradley and Capt. Logan, who, at the
head of their companies, penetrated
to the very heart of the village. This
blinding sheet of fire staggered the brave
body of whites, and when the red devils,
outnumbering them two to one, charged
with the knife and tomahawk, there was
no alternative but retreat. The g dlant
little band was undismayed by the first
repulse, however, and again rushed with
cheers to the attack, only to be again
met with a galling volley, sweeping them
back broken and bleeding with terrible
loss. Charge after charge was made, but
the infuriated and desperate savages
fought like panthers, and the noble little
band of whites was at last compelled to
seek refuge in the timber. Even this
movement was fraught with peril, for
full 100 Indians were pouring volleys
into the whites from this very wood.
The Indians were driven out, however,
and the remnant of the brave command
wiio had followed their General that fa-
tal morning fortified themselves in the
shelter of the woods. But the fight was
not yet over, the Indians now becoming
the assailants and throwing themselves
to death in futile endeavors to drive the
whites into the open prairie. At night
tiring ceased, and the exhausted whites
had a breathing spell, but by no means
a comfortable one, for there were scores
of wounded dying for lack of care, and
irrepressible groans made more gloomy
the naturally desperate situation. Early
in the fight the Indians had broken com
munication with the supply train, and
the command in the woods was destitute
of food for themselves or medical attend-
ance for the woimded. At this juncture
one Edwards, a brave citizen, volunteered
to go for help, and at 11 o’clock started
on his perilous errand under cover of
the night. The Nez Perces had captured
all the horses, and he was compelled to
foot it for sixty miles to French Gulch,
where he obtained a fleet-footed horse,
and reached Deer Lodge with brief dis-
patches from Gibbon asking for physi-
cians, medicines, clothing, ambulances,
etc.
The messenger says the soldiers and
volunteers killed and wounded number
J at least 100, and that Gibbon himself
estimated the loss at 85. The Indians
lost from 80 to 100 killed, and perhaps
half that number wounded. Itiscer-
tainjtliat the whites lost very heavily, and
that the Indians will never forget the
battle of the Big Hole.
Gibbon’s losses are: Killed— Capt.
Logan, Lieuts. Bradley and Bostwick,
and seventeen men and five citizens.
The wounded are Gen. Gibbon, Capt.
Wiiliami, Lieuts. Coolidge, Woodruff
and English (the latter seriously), be-
sides thirty-six men and four citizens.
"Vie Indians suffered severely, as forty
dead Indians were counted on about one-
half the battle-field. Howard had ar-
rived, and would pursue the Indians as
soon as his command came up.
Gen. Howard telegraphs that he had
reached Gibbon Aug. 12, that the latter’s
command was in the best spirits, that the
last of the Indians had left, and that he
would continue the pursuit as soon ns
Col. Sanford's four companies of cavalry
came up.
A dispatch of the 15th inst., from
Helena, Mont., says “the Nez Perces
have turned westward again, leaving
Montana not far from the scene of Gib-
bon’s attack, and reaching the old Mor-
mon w’agon-road near Fort Lemhi, in
Idaho. A number of ranchmen have
been killed by the savages on their way.
It is supposed they are going to the
Snake river valley. ”
THE EUROPEAN WAR.
Tho New Anpect of the StrngRle— An In-
teresting Review of the Situation.
[From the Chicago Times.]
Three months ago, when the Russians
crossed the Danube, the war appealed
to lie destined for a place in the short
campaigns; the chances were all in Rus-
sia’s favor; the Russian policy was one
of rapid march from the northern bound-
ary of Turkey to the Bosphorus. The
Turkish policy was one of inscrutable
indolence. A month ago the prophets
declared that peace would be proclaimed
by the end of summer, the Sultan in
Broussa, the Czar in Constantinople,
and Germany, Austria, France, Italy
and England assisting in distributing the
European estate of the Osmanli.
A fortnight has changed the aspect
completely. It is now manifest that
the war must be a protracted one.
The original plan of the Turks has
recently been revealed, and had it
been carried out the Russians
might still be engaged in attempting
to cross the Danube— at least they would
not have got across unresisted. The
Turkish forces for Bulgaria were to be
divided into the upper and lower Danube
armies, nominally under one head, but
practically independent, to defend the
Danube wherever the crossing was not
rendered impossible by nature or the
fortifications. If, in despite of deter-
mined opposition, the Russians suc-
ceeded in getting across, the two Turk-
ish armies were to be concentrated, the
garrisons withdrawn from unimportant
fortresses, and battle given en masse be-
fore the passes of the Balkans should be
surrendered. Outposts were to be placed
along the river; behind these, strong
supports; and the reserves were to be
stationed at strategical cross-roads— the
design being to deceive the Russians as
to the number of men they would have
to fight. A hundred and fifty thousand
men would have been furnished
to carry out this plan, 90,000
within the quadrilateral, 00,000 with
headquarters at Tirnova. Abdul Kerim
declined to accept the plan, claiming to
have a better one of his own. That was
early in June. He was given, for a
time, full liberty to develop his own
campaign, without interference from
Constantinople. He declined to explain
his designs except to special Commis-
sioners. Special Commissioners were
sent who reported adversely, and the
Commander-in-Chief was again urged to
accept the counsel of the Porte.
But it was already too late. The
crossing into the Dobrudscha at Braila
was effected without difficulty, and Redif
Pasha, Minister of War, telegraphed to
Abdul Kerim requesting an explanation.
What reply the latter sent is not known.
One account says that he did not expect
the Russians to cross there ; another,
that he denied being surprised, did not
think tho marshes of the Do-
brudscha worth defending, that the
Ministry were botmd to retain con-
fidence in him as long as he was in
supreme command, and promising a big
battle and victory soon. The next event
was the crossing, also practically unop-
posed, at Sistova. For four days the
truth was kept from the Sultan. The
dispatch given to the public and circu-
lated in the Turkish camps was this :
“A certain number of Russians, in
boats, have passed the river at Sistova.
Tho imperial troops were sent to Sis-
tova, and succeeded, after a battle, in
killing half the Russians and throwing
the other half into the river. This is
tho truth ; all the reports which have
been spread about Sistova are without
foundation and the work of enemies.”
The tramping of so many thousands of
invaders down toward Biela could not be
concealed indefinitely, and Redif Pasha,
Minister of War, was ordered to go
north and interview Abdul Kerim at
Shumla. His visit was not terminated
when the occupation of Tirnova was
announced at Constantinople, and
threw ' the Porte into consterna-
tion. Decisive measures were at
length determined upon. Redif Pasha
was dismissed, Abdul Kerim removed,
and Mehemet Ali reappointed his suc-
cessor. When Redif Pasha was arrested
at Shumla, he was informed that he must
go before a court-martial at Constanti-
nople, and on the journey he fainted
twice, displaying afresh the soldierly
qualities which had enabled the Rus-
sians to reach the Balkans. Abdul Kerim
made the journey with him, and never
spoke during it except once to ask for
bread. Both men expect death, and are
not likely to be disappointed. The com-
manders of Sistova, Biela and Tirnova
are to be court-martialed, also,' and the
naval commandant of the Danube has
been called upon for an explanation why
the bridge at Simnitza hat! not been de-
stroyed.
Having thus cleared their front of in-
competency and indolence, the Porte
have had time to investigate the facts kept
back as long as possible. It is now clear
thot the crossing at Sistova was a genu-
ine surprise to the Turkish officers, who
did not dream of the possibility of it at that
point Ahmed Hamdji Pasha, in com-
mand, had seven battalions of infantry,
one and a half field batteries, and 890
cavalry. One battalion was in the town,
one between it and the village of War-
der, and five were encamped south of the
town. There were troops to spare at
Rnstohuk on the right and Nikopolis on
the left. On the night of the 26th of
June, the sentries on the river bank re-
ported that there were suspicions move-
ments on the opposite shore. The saga-
cious Ahmed Pasha paid no attention to
the reports, The next morning, four
steam launches, with a large number of
boats, crossed the river in full sight of
the Turks, who were wildly panic-strick-
en. A battalion was gotten to the
heights commanding the landing, and
opened fire upon the invaders. The
Russians greatly outnumbered them,
and, no supports being sent, they retreats
ed, leaving 400 dead. A second landing
was accomplished an hour after the first
Ahmed Pasha and all his force took the
road to Biela and ran until nightfall. The
rest of the story is too familiar to Ameri-
can readers to be repeated. On the 8th
of July, the Russians had cleared the
roads steadily, and were themselves in
possession of the very base of the policy
which the Porte had besought Abdul
Kerim in vain to adopt— Tirnova. The
Russians sent a , detachment against
Nikopolis, which commenced a bom-
bardment on July 14, on the east, while
the Roumanian batteries opened from
the other side of the river. On July 16,
Nikopolis surrendered 6,000 men, forty
pieces of artillery, and two Pashas.
The Russians constructed another pon-
toon bridge from Turn Magurelle to the
town of Nikopolis, which is near enough
the fortress to be protected by its guns.
It is over this bridge the Roumanian
troops have crossed. The surrender of
Nikopolis was inevitable. Abdul Kerim
hail made no arrangements whereby aid
might be sent promptlv to the garrison,
whose escape was wholly cut off.
It was the surrender of Nikopolis
which fully aroused the Porte. Nikcp-
olis was considered as safe as Silistria or
Widin. It was here that Bajazet de-
feated Sigismund so overwhelmingly
that the victory gave the Ottoman
power in Europe a tremendous im-
petus. Its capitulation not only
disgraced the traditions of Mussul-
man prowess, but insured the Russians
against disaster by the destruction of
their bridge lower down the river.
While the Porte were endeavoring to
devise means of stopping the panic on
the Danube, Gen. Gourko was carrying
consternation into the Turkish army
south of the Balkans. On the 18th of
July, Schipka pass was in possession of
the Russians.
The reorganization of the armies of
the Danube and the Balkans followed
with surprising quickness after Mehemet
Ali had superseded Abdul Kerim, and
Suleiman Pasha was placed at the head of
the Balkan army. The fight at Plevna
was the first fruit of the new policy of
intelligence and vigor. The field, as re-
viewed at large, presented, before the 20th
of July, an entirely new appearance.
The Russians were distributed in the
figure of a cross, with one arm at Nikop-
olis on the west, another toward Rust-
chuk on the east, the head at Sistova
and the bridge, and the main column
stretching down to Tirnova and into and
below the Balkans. Then the new Turk-
ish policy began. Osman Pasha was
assigned the duty of destroying the west
arm, Mehemet Ali was to harass the
right, and both meet and cut off the
main column at Tirnova, severing the
Russian communications south of the
Balkans, and leaving Gourko and his
forces to be surrounded by Suleiman
Pasha coming up from the southeast
and Raouf Pasha from the southwest.
Plevna proves that the Turks can both
plan and fight under a plan.
Tho aspect of the war is, therefore,
completely changed from that which it
wore since the crossing of the Pruth and
the bridging of the Danube. Up to the
20th of July the Russians were ag-
gressive and confident. To-day they are
on the defensive in the Balkans, and not
contemplating an advance in any direc-
tion.
THE AMERICAN COMMUNE
Life’s Battle.
Of twenty-three young men who re-
cently stepped across the threshold of
life from an Eastern college, and w^nt
forth upon the trackless ocean of life to
battle with relentless fate, and win re-
nown or a glorious death in the arena,
eleven are "Jerking in auction stores
at $14 a month, one is running a fish-
boat, two are learning the house-paint-
ing trade, one starved to death before he
had been out of college a week, one is
driving team on a street contract, two
are tramps, and the others are living
with widowed mothers, who are their
only support. Fact is, brethren, when
old life grapples its hooks into a man’s
collar, it shakes all his arena and ocean
and battle business out of him so quick
that in six weeks, if he is alive, he
knows more in a minute about the price
of pork and flour than he can tell you
about a Greek root in six months. —7iw-
lington Hawk-Eye.
A Wonderful Walking Performance.
The greatest three-hours walking race
on record has just taken place at Lillie
Bridge, England, between Howes and
Perkins, the latter winning by 186 yards,
covering a distance of 22 miles 206 yards,
and beating the record at all distances
from 9 to 22 miles. Ten miles were
walked in lb. 15m. 57s., 15 miles in Ih,
56m. 13s., and 15 miles 824 vards in 2h.;
20 miles in 2h. 39m. 57s., 21 in 2h. 49m,
18s., and 22 in 2h. 58m. 52s. In 1858,
Charles Westhall walked 21 miles inside
of 3h.; in 1869, Davison (2h. 53m. 34s.)
and, last March, Howes.
Mb. Henry ^ Ieiogs, the bonanza king
of Peru, is draining the water from an
old silver mine that has been disused
for two centuries. For the purpose of
clearing it he has caused a tunnel to be
dug through a mountain. It is predicted
the Peruvian Ixmonza will prove to be
richer than the one in Nevada.
ltd Great Underlying Principle ami Object
—All Property to he Owned by the Go» -
eminent— How this Great ReYolutlon i«
to be Comm in mated.
A private letter, written by a gentle-
man who is vouched for by the Spring-
i field Republican as a “ practical, able
and honest socialist,” gives tlie following
statement of the ideas and purposes of
Communism in America:
[ will at once turn to your question.
First, you ask “ wliether we propose to
allow the institution of ‘ private prop-
erty ’ at all, and, if so, where the line is
to run which limits the possesion of the
individuals.” This I will answer more
definitely under your specific questions,
but may say now, in regard to the gen-
eral principle which seems to me to gov-
ern that part of the subject, that to pro-
tect “ private property ” is tho chief ob-
ject we have in view. We designate all
wealth used ns capital, social wealth.
Social wealth also includes the wealth
used for such public purposes ns the na-
tional defense, the administration of jus-
tice, education, etc. Private or individ-
ual wealth we define as each man’s share
of the net aggregate proceeds of the na-
tional industry after the social wealth
has been provided for; his proportionate
share being equivalent to the value of
his public services, and this share will be
ascertained by the natural operation of
the law of supply and demand. (How
this law will be applied I cannot attempt
to explain and illustrate in this letter,
but I think I am able to explain it satis-
factorily.) Eat ural wealth we define as
consisting of land, air, water, ami all
those natural resources, agencies, and
powers which can be utilized to meet
men’s necessities and capacities of en-
joyment, and which, until thus utilized,
or vitalized, cannot be considered jtrop-
te.ry at all, either public or private. (I
think, but am not sure, that a man’s own
capabilities, physical or mental, do not
come within this class, but are within
the class of private wealth, of which he
is entitled to tho individual advantage,
except that he must not use his superior-
ity to the injury of others.) We think
that the use of natural wealth must be
controlled by the collective authority of
the whole people, and for the common
bene fit.
To come down, now, to particulars :
You say, “If you mean that all tho
railroads and telegraphs ought to belong
to the Government, say so.” We do
mean that not only all the railroads and
telegraphs, ships, but all the
canals, barges, lighters, horse-cars,
omnibuses, public carriages, ex-
press wagons, and — I was go-
ing to say wheel-barrows !— should be-
long to the Government, and should be
controlled and operated by it. We
mean oy “ the Government,” of course,
the whole people collectively; not some-
thing outside of, distinct from, and su
perior to the people. You say, again,
“ If you mean that all the land, and all
that grows upon it, and all that is dug
out of it — all the farms and all the
mines— should be owned and operated
by the State, say that.” I answer, yes,
we mean just that, except, perhaps, that
many persons may (ns I hope that every
person or family will) require for their
private use, not only a house in which
to live, and for the use of which each
will pay to the State, but also a piece of
ground for fruit, vegetables and flowers
that he will cultivate with his own hands
for his own use and pleasure, and, also,
without any mercenary object. (Hie
house and land may be held by a tenure
that will afford him all reasonable se-
curity of permanent occupation without
allowing him to use it as merchandise.)
Again, you say : “ If you mean that all
the mills, factories, furnaces and shops
should belong to the Government and be
managed by the Government, say that.”
I answer emphatically, yen, to this ques-
tion. But your next I must modify; it
now reads : “ If you mean that no indi-
vidual will be permitted to own any
more food or clothing, any more wheat,
or pork, or sugar; or any more calico, or
satinet, or silk, or broadcloth than, in
the judgment of a Government inspect-
or, he needs for his own personal use, by
all means, say that.” Change the form
of your question to this : “ If you mean
that no individual shall be permitted to
use as capital, or to apply to any
other than private purposes any
food, clothing, wheat, pork, sugar, cal-
ico, satinet, silk, broadcloth, etc.,” I an-
swer, yes, we mean that, but he may own
just as much of any of these things
as lie pleases subject entirely to his own
discretion and not to the judgment of a
Government inspector. He will not be
allowed to trade or speculate it then,
that is all. Next you say, “ If the own-
ership of the state is to be limited at all,
tell us where it is to be limited.” It is
limited just where private wealth be-
comes public wealth by being used as
capital— that is, by being used by one
man to make profit from another man.
The next question is, “ If we are to have
anything more than our rations of food
and clothing, fixed by the State, and dis-
tributed to us by officers of the State,
tell us just what aud how much we are
to have ?” This question, I think, I have
answered so that you all understand what
we mean.
Then you ask me to “show exactly
how this thing is going to work when we
get it, aud also how we are to get it.”
This is your last question, and this I feel
unable to answer. It would require a
pretty large volume to attempt to answer
it. There is nothing I like better than
imagining the whole system in operation
. ) ; I and the people accustomed to it I fore-
see no difficulty in the operation, but
immense advantage in every direction.
As to the “ how we are to get it,” time
alone will show. I look forward with
hope and fear. The thing to be done is
to change the ownership of all the na-
tional wealth used as capital, and I be-
lieve this might be done as Great Britain
did with her slave property and as this
country might have done with its slave
property— by purchase. But probably
our capitalists will be as blind and obsti-
nate as the slaveholders were; aud, by
some means or other, when they find tha t
by the action of the people at the polls
tu'eir privileges are doomed or endan-
gered, they will precipitate a conflict with
the object of destroying democratic gov-
ernment and making “capital” the cor-
ner stone of the Government ! What we
propose as means are simply our ballots,
which we intend to oppose to the rich
man’s dollars. We stand upon equal
terms in the matter of ballots, and we
are in the majority. It is only a ques-
tion of time, and the collapse of our
present system is a powerful agent of
change.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Hiram Smith, of Flint, is filling an
order for 100,000 feet of oak flooring for
Paris, France.
The body of Miss Ogden, who was
recently killed by lightning in Flint, has
been stolen from the grave.
The Detroit and Milwaukee road will
have steel rails its whole length before
winter sets in.
A i>eaf girl was run over and instantly
killed by a railroad train at St. Johns a
few days since.
Two dwellings and a blacksmith
shop at Manistee burned last week.
Loss about $1,500 ; insurance, $1,000.
A man aged 60 married a girl aged 17
in Ithaca recently. They were married
at the J ustioe’s at 2 o’clock in the morn-ing. .
L. Bradt, of Ludingtou, has fallen
heir to property in Pennsylvania valued
at $16,000, through the death of an
uncle.
There were twenty-three appheants
for the vacant West Point cadetship in
the Detroit district, all students of the
High School.
The gas works in Greenville have
been greatly improved at an expense of
about $20,CK)0. Their capacity has been
more than doubled.
Michigan has over 80,000 red-ribbon
men, exclusive of the 200,000 men, wom-
eu and children who have signed the
pledge of total abstinence.
As the Jackson coal-miners show no
signs of yielding to the owners’ terms,
the owners have applied to the State
Prison Inspectors for convicts enough to
do the work.
Robert Johnson, a well-known Man-
istee character, was shot dead with a
load of buckshot by some one hidden in
ambush in the woods, about fifteen miles
southeast of that city.
John Perkins, of Detroit, was attacked
by a hog, the other day, and so badly
injured that his life is despaired of. The
ferocious beast literally chewed his leg
to pieces before rescue came.
Twenty-three warrants are in the
hands of the United States Marshal to
serve on Jackson strikers who had some-
thing to do with stopping the mails tho
other day. There is to be a vigorous
prosecution.
The joint Commissioners for the new
State House of Correction at Ionia and
the State prison, have made arrange-
ments to transfer about seventy-five
short-time convicts from the prison to
the new institution.
A fire broke out in Dr. F. B. Wood’s
dwelling, at Big Rapids, a few days
since, greatly damaging the furniture
aud nearly destroying the building. In-
sured for $1,500 on the building, which
is a total loss, and for $500 on the furni-
ture, which is only a partial loss.
The boiler in the shingle mill of Tux-
worth Bros., at Baldwin, Lake county,
exploded with terrific force recently, in-
stantly killing Henry Tuxworth, who
was in charge of the engine. The other
hands were outside the mill and escaped
injury. The mill was totally wrecked.
Auditor General Ely has spread the
State tax upon the property of the dif-
terent counties, as equalized by the
State Board in 1876. The total equal-
ized valuation of the State is $630,000,-
000, and the total State tax for 1877 is
$1,071,021.30. It is made up of the fol-
lowing items :
ITKUH OF HTATK TAX ^
Now capitol ami famlahing ............. $132,500.00
Unlvcmlty aid and expcimea ... ......... BH.500.00
Normal school cxpcnucM and building .... 47,3o0.00
Agricultural college and building ........ 86,886.80
State public achool ....................... 60,400.00
State reform nchool ...................... 26,600.00
State houae of correction .... ............ 71,268.00
State priMon ............................. 31,500.00
Kalamazoo anylniu ....................... 12,832.00
Pontiac asylum .......................... 67,000.00
Flint Institution ......................... 47,600.00
Military fund ............................ 31,704.50
Flab commiaalon ........................ 7,000.00
Oeueral expenaea and refunding to coun-
tiea .................................... 450,000.00
Total... ............ $1,071,021.80
We give below tlie amount asHessed
upon each county :
Out n tie*. Tax of 1877. Countie*.
Alcona ...... f
Allegan .....
Alpena ......
Antrim ......
Baraga ......
Barry .......
Bay .........
Benzie .......
Berrien .....
Branch ......
Calhoun .....
Cana ........
Charlevoix..
Cheboygan..
Chippewa...
Clare
3,315.07
22,100.44
2,550.05
1.630.03
1.360.03
17,000.34
11,900.24
935.02
27,243.14
29,750.69
40,800.81
25,5e0.51
765.02
2.040.04
1.360.03
1.700.03
Clinton ...... 16JM.32
Delta ........ 1,860.0^
Biton ...... 18,955.37
Emmet ......
•anewHK....
Gl»'iwin .....
Grand Trav-
erse .......
Gratiot ......
HUladale....
Houghton...
Huron
510.01
28,645.56
1.360.03
2,550.50
4,250,08
34,043.18
1.870.04
4,2’0.08
Ingham ..... 22,100.44
Ionia.,
loeco........
laabella ......
laic Royal...
Jackaon .....
Kalamazoo. .
Kalkoaka....
Kent ........
Keweenaw...
Lake ........
Lapeer ...... s
23,800.47
1,700.03
2,720.00
170.00
Leelanaw....
Lenawee....
Livingaton..
Mackinac....
Macomb.. ..
Manistee....
Manitou .....
Marquette...
Mason. .....
Mecoata .....
Menominee..
Midland .....
Milwaukee ..
Monroe .....
Montcalm...
Muskegon...
Newaygo....
Oakland .....
Oceana ......
Ogemaw .....
Ontonagon..
Osceola ......
Owcgo ......
Ottawa. .....
Presque Me.
Roscommon
Saginaw .....
Sanilac ......
Schoolcraft..
Shiawassee. .
8t. Clair...,
St. Joacph,.
Tuscola .....
44,625.89 VanBuren..
39,100.78
2,550.0'
62,701.05V ‘
1,700.03
10,625.21
Washtenaw..
Wayne ......
Wexford....
Tax of 1817
1,020.02
45,900.91
23,800.47
1.360.03
23.8a5.47
3.400.07
170.00
6.800.14
3.400.07
4.250.08
2.550.05
2.550.05
1.742.54
16,150.32
7.650.15
6.800.13
3.740.08
44,625.89
4.250.08
1.360.04
1,190.03
3,400.07
1.105.02
12/50.25
1.275.03
’ 1,275.03
27.200.54
5.185.16
1.460.03
15,275.31
14,025,28
10,643.11
• 0,800.14
18,700.37
61 001 01
165,828.27
1.700.13
ToUl ..... $1,071,021.30
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
x Saturday, August ISth, 1S77.
TEE INEUE MUDDLE.
Again nnd again we are treated to long
tales of Indian outragea, battles,' fraudt|/!
lent agencies, moving them from one res-
ervation to another and continually -pull-
ing and hauling them nnd the whole de-
part lueut from one region io another, , and
all at the enormous expense of millions of
dollars. It seems as if West Point was es-
pecially created to keep the Indian depart-
ment on its feet. A great deal might' be
said it) criticism of Ibis policy, and is done
almost every day in some of the papers.
We will not. here attempt to follow their
example. It is generally conceded by the
intelligent masses that the whites were to
blame in the beginning In not treating the
Indians fair; nevertheless, they must be
treated uow according to existing circum-
stances, and the past course cannot he
eradicated and as the Indians are now,
we must agree with General Sheridan
that a “dead Indian is- the only good In-
dian.” But what we want to get at is to
make a comparison of our poor “white
trash” with our colored people and grate-
ful “hairlifting” Indians. Especially now,
while almost every journal of prominence
and their contributors arc advancing
schemes for the amelioration of the poor
white class, such os farming, colonization,
etc., we don’t see any of them advance the
idea that the government should take hold
of this beneficent task. Millions are year-
ly spent on Indians and the regular army,
to keep the Indians somewhere near their
reservations, and with what poor results
the whole nation daily witnesses; likewise
the colored people were sustained nnd
even educated at the expense of Uncle
Ham. Why, then could not Uncle Sum
Whkn silver is remonetized, it cannot | liUTIQIV
be made to circulate with any kind of irre- !
deemable notes; it will he worth morel
than they, nnd therefore be driven out of
the active currency of the country. Those
who want.silver remonetized to circulate
as money, must also support some prac-
ticable plan of keeping the greenbacks at
par with thp.silver dollar; for, if they drop
below it in value, they will expel the sil-
ver dollar from circulation. The cheaper
currency always drives out the better:
Wc know of no practicable method where-
hy a proper currency can he kept at par
with coin, unless it is redeemed on de-
mand. Irredeemable notes must, in the
nature of things, Always be at a discount.
Brokers and speculators will never give
par for them so long ns the maker refuses
to redeem them; and tins is the reason
why our legal-tenders have constantly
fluctuated In value, hut never reached an
equality with gold. It will not lie of
much use to remonetize silver unless it be
allowed to circulate freely. Our mines
produce $40,000,000 or $50,000,000 of sil-
ver annually. If this mass of wealth
could be thrown into active circulation, it
would produce the right kind of inflation,
which would soon warm up the stagnant
industry of the country, and revive confi-
dence in the value of properly; but we
have serious fears that, through the com-
bined efforts of the extremists,— the gold-
resumption contractionists and the irre-
deemable scrip inflationists,— the honest
nnd righteous silver dollar will he crucified
between the two thieves.— U/u'. Tribum.
— -A-TSTJO —
C H A. IsT G- E !
MORTGAGE SALE.
rvEFAUtT having been matin in the conditions
. j0' payment (or the second instnllmaut) of aSepsis
Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of Holland.
County of Ottawa, and State of lli/higan m “ies
WHERE ?
OUE COMMON COUNCIL.
A petition was presented to the Com-
mon Council by VV. & H. Elferdiuk, re-
monstrating agoirst the establishing of an
alley as requested by G. Van Pullen and
three others. The committee
In the store formerly Decuple'1 by 0. Doeiburg,
at present occupied by
C. H. DOESBUHCr
Who has adopted as his motto:
Quick Sales! Small Pofits.
Everything Is decreasing In value, and also Medl-
clues, be they patent or otherwise, for
MBIT &BEAST,
The Same with
Oils, Pits, taste, Et(.
May, A. I). 1874, at two o'clock in the afternoon of
said day, in Lib«r ,“ of mortgages, on naire live
hundred and thirty flvc(.M). Km whei^, there
is now claimed to be due and unpaid at thii date
on said second Instalment of said indenture of
mortgage the sum ol one hundred and twenty-six
dollars and elghty-one cents. l$12 .81) for principal
and Interest; And whereas, the aald indenture of
mortgage contains a condition that as often as ary
proceedings Is taken to foreclose the same by vir-
tue of the power of sale therein contained the auni
of twenty id)) dollars shall be uald by the party of
the first nart to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney's or solicitor's fee, and all the
legal costs and charges ot such foreclosure and sale
in case proceedings shall be taken to foreclose the
HR nil* illifl nit utlit ill laitr iiom _OTK?** I#. r- 1 1 U 1 1 in II IIJIUI.JUIsame, and no suit at law or chauceiy having been
instituted to recover said debt or any part tb
A Hew Arrival\ . Of all kinds of
SUMMER GOODS,
And n fine lot of
BOYS’ CLOTHING
Is offered very cheap at
J. w. BOSMM,
MERCHANT TAILOR.
ivi ici c m UUIH vi uj |iui L Uiereoi,
Amp. Ihertfor. notice it hereby given, that by virtue
of the power of sale contained in said mortgage
and of the statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale ot
the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as is
necessary to satisfy the amount due on said mnrt-..v-vvi-t-aij iw rni nijiim iii illil UIIU Oil PH O o
gage for principal and interest of said Installment,
said attorney’s fee. and the legal costs nnd expenses
i »f a • w! a.t !« a 1  .1 t, I _ _ » _ _ _ % i»
of foreclosure nnd sale allowed by law, at public auc-
tion or vendue to the highest bidder on the tenth
(10) day of September A. D. 1817, at twelve o'clock
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
County Court House, In the City of Grand Haven
in said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
for said County. Said mortgaged premises to be
sold are described In said mortgage as follows, to
W 1 • All fh.it nit* _ _____ 1 i ___ j ...wii: All that certain piece or parcel of land, sit-
....... •••*- '- ' " • • • -
lows, to wit: Lot numbered five and the0 west
uate hi the City of Holland, in Yho County of Ot-
tawa anti State of Michigan, and deacrlbod as fol
. — • "... .mi 1. 1. iii in-icu 11*0 u.iu m  
fourth part of lot numbered four in Block fifty
eight (58) in the village (now city) of Holland, in
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ac-
cording to the recorded map of the same.
Haled, Holland, Mich., June 3th, A. D. 1877.
MARY STEIN,
Executrix of th» Last Hltf ami Testament
,, , , 'f 0{j*brtcht Stein, d frami.
HOWARD A .McBRIDK, AUy'e for Executrix.
W’c have got to be contented with smalls profits
in these
iff Si reels
uou . m j men umu m uuui cm in and Bridges asked for more time to con -
colonize the poor whites out west, or in s^cr ,,ie fluestiou, which was granted.
fact anywhere where they would chose
government land. The Chicago Tribune,
in reply to a question “what to do with
the unemployed masses,’’ Bays:
“Wc will only add here what has been
before said, that when the unemployed
classes become as anxious and determined
to leave the towns and get on to the land
as they were to leave the land and get into
the towns, the change will be made very
fast. It is all in the will. If 10,000 coal-
miners of Pennsylvania were to unite into
ten organizations, firmly resolved to plant
themselves on land, and were to publish
their purpose, and ask assistance to reach
the cheap lands, and for preliminary aid
to get in a crop nnd erect dwellings, the
help would be furnished. If a national
subscription in the churches were neces-
sary, it would be Aude. The people of
Pennsylvania woulfl gladly help awav the
surpluB coal-miners fffum the scene of
f I ft 4 > • V J • . • «
1 lie committee on Poor have reduced
the rales of aid 25 per cent. Aid was nr
HARD TIMES,”
We invite Farmera and Citizens tocome and try.
ommended for fifteen families for the three
if we put '•ur motto into practice. I will guar-
antee hone-t and kind treatment ti» customers, at
their misery, poverty, degradation, ami
crimes, and the railroads and coal com-. ..... .. 1 -**— •I.II.WHVIO Ullli l/WUI tWIIl-
panics would do ai! in their power to plant
them west of the Mississippi on land. All
the able-bodied, surplus, idle laborers in
the towns and coal-mines of the whole
North could be transplanted in colonies of
100 to 1,000 families each, on Western nnd
Southwestern lands, and helped to get
started in the world, if the men themselves
were resolutely bent on leaving the towns
and going where they could be useful and
independent citizens; but there is the rub.
They dou’t want to leave the towns-not
oue in a hundred of them. A levy express
a willingness to become farmers, but they
express it in the half hearted, halting,
irresolute sort of a way that never over-
comes obstacles ot practices self-denial.”
Bdt why have not the whites as much
right to the protection and assistance in
t heirdire extremity as negroes and Indians ?
Why could not the War Department take
this under their wing? Perhaps a census
would be necessary, but what of that? That
will have to be done during 1880 anyway,
and by doing it now would give the gov-
eminent a correct insight in the actual
condition of the country. It would show
who would and could go, and who were
fit for agricultural pursuits. In our hum-
ble opinion we can’t see anything that
would restore to us our balance better and
quicker, titan by facilitating this move-
ment. The regular army could protect
and guard them for one year, and would
And these settlers their friends instead of
their enemies. The settling in of the
whites would settle the Indian question
of itself, and all the outlay of Uncle Sara
would eventually come back to them with
a never ceasing interest. We have lost
our balance by the late war, and the 1,500,-
000 men who were discharged from the
armies have not furnished their quota to
the agricultural class, and the multiplica-
tion of machinery constitutes another rea-
son why we hove a surplus of mechanics
and laborers, of all grades and classes.
We cannot conceive a safer, belter and
quicker method of “curing this evil”, than
for Unde Sam to take hold and inaugu-
rate an em of prosperity for the very class
who are now a burden to the different
communities. There is everything to
prompt it For profit, selfishness; help,
for charity's sake.
We advance our idess without stint, and
only ask our contemporaries to give this
ball a kick and send it rolling over the
whole United States. Those who don’t
like the idea will please critlaiie it.
weeks ending Sept. 5, amount $70,27.
The committee on Order and Police re-
ported progress on the Sunday Ordinance,
being aware of violent opposition, [no
wonder, for this strikes at the root of our
constitutional liberties] they will endeavor
to frame an ordinance that will stand the
test, our cily attorney taking counsel from
competent attorneys at Grand Rapids.
The committee hoped to be able to report
at the next meeting.
Those of our liquor dealers whose bonds
were refused, presented new ones, and
were accepted.
This is about all of importance to be
found in the minutes.
An interesting fact attending the recent
outbreak in Louisville, which was at once
followed by the enrollment of nearly a
thousand citizens for the protection of
the city, was the service side by side ot
ex-federal and ex-confederate soldiers. Ex-
Secretary Bristow, for instance, colonel
ot one of t lie federal regiments recruited
in Kentucky, stood guard with Gen. Basil
Duke, John Morgan’s most dashing lieu-
tenant, and ex-United Slates Marshal Eli
H. Murray, the youngest brigadier in the
the lowest rate;*, irrespective of age, Hex, or nochd
a landing.
The store will always lie
open from early morning to
late in the evening.O
My request tothcluhabitant* of this Colony la:
Give me, at least, a part of
your trade.
C. H. DOESBURfi.
Holland, August 1, 1877.
Mortgage S*le.
FA E FAULT having been made in the conditions
,rf »0f ,n,,rtKaKe dated the 4th dav of
October, A. I). Irt6!i. made and executed by Albert
Burgers and Junna Burgers, of Holland, in the
County ot Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties
J he first part, and Hendrik tanning and Albert
Rkldering, of Zeeland. Ottawa County, Michigan,
parties of the second part, recorded 'in the office
of the Register ot Deeds in and lor the Countyof Ot-
tawa and Slate of Michigan, on thetith day of Janu-
ir'V i ..V at H o’clock in the forenoon of said
day in Liber •* I"’ of Mortgages, on page 84. And
ALL KINDS Of HEN'S FtUIMSr
Hats & Caps in Great Variety.
(rive us a call and see our
Goods.TT J. W. BOSMAN.
Holland, May 20, 1870. 42-ly
CIlAS. SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.
ills
Of all kinds and sizes.
fll
— o-
Inscriptions cut in both the
English & Dutch languages.
Dealer in all kinds of Ameri-
can and Foreign Marble j:
and Granite. (•
....... "i .lUMKiiueo, un page n». n
whereas, there is claimed to be due ami unpaid at
l1 i w I*11.1" three hundred ami sixty
urn AvlOOths dollars for principal and interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage contains a condi-
tion that when any proceedings shall be taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
do lars as an at'orney or solicitor’a fee shall be
paid by the party of the first part to the party of
the second part, and all the legal costs and charges
of Mich foreclosure and sale in case proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, und, no suit
-------- ...... .......... •••»- .-niuv.. ..... . .....
at Law or in « hancery having been instituted to
recover said debt or any part thereof. Eotc There-
N. B. — All liquors, sold for
medicinal purposes only, as
pure as you may wish them;
also, a fine stock of cigars and
tobaccos, as cheap as anywhere
else.
#1 Aqk Great chance to maKe monev. If
LtL I I i I J y°u cnn,t £<'t poldyon can get
- ------- ^ , — - j ...... bv.ov ..I m  Vn wdWAr •croenbackfl. We need a person in
UnloS army, commanded one of the hasti- 1 rnr the hntet,
ly mustered companies, while Mill E A j in the world. Any one cun become it
T|;_|_ ,, . , ,, J J * successful agent. I'he most elegant works of art
Htcnnrus, who served under Geu. Lee, given free to sub-cribers. The price is so low
«™n„e of lib fellow -officer!*. Hundreds
fore, notice Is hereby given that bv virtue of the
power of sale contained in said mortgage, and of
the (tatute in such case made and provided, the
said mortgage will he foreclosed, by a sale . f the
mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as is
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
mortgage, for principal and interest, sai.l attorney
fee. and the costs and expenses of foreclosure and
sale allowed bv law. at public autlon or vendue to
the highest bidder, on the ISth DAY OF SSPTEMBEB
A. D. 1877. at 1 o'clock In the afternoon of said
day. at the front door of the County Court House,
in the City of Grand Haven, in said County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, that being the place
for holding the Circuit Court lor said County. The
said mortgaged premises to he sold are described
in said mortgage ns follows, to wit: All of that
certain piece or parcel of land being situated in
tne County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known and described as follows, viz: The south-
east quarter of the north-east quarter of section
twenty three (it) in township five [51 north of range
fifteen [15] west, excepting the Village of New
Groningen and the Tannery property so-called,
conveyed by Albert Bergers nnd Albert, . .- ------ -- ----- «Jbert Nijmcijer,
agents, to August Jansen, by Deed, executed Sep-
tember 14th, 1AM containing by computation
twenty-three acres of land more or less.
Guam) Havkn. Mich.. June 19th, 1877.
HENDRIK CANNING, and
u- xt „ ALBKK1 RIDDERl.NO.
Geo. ” • McBiiide, Mortgagee*.
A ttomeij tor Mortgagee*. j u_i 3 w
14-lr
('has. Schmidt <f Bro,,
77 CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS. MICIT.
MORTGAGE SALE.
TAfcFAULT having beeAnade In the conditions
. ,of. R8vme"1 W t»>e third Instalment) of a
mom I1 Ind-enR,rB °[ "tort gage, daicd on the eighth
j8th) day of May, A. I). 1874, made and executed
hy John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
Holland, County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, of
he first part. Gijsbrccht Stein, of Allegan, of the
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan, of the
second part, and recorded in the office of the Reg-
ister of Deeds n and lor the Comity of Ottawa and
. ... . »,r, ; ...... . vuu,";y 0' viuma ami
Mate of Michigan, on the eleventh (II th) day of
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock In the afternoon < f
said day in Liber ‘*V’of mortgages on page five*... j uu page
hundred and thirty-five (M&) which third instal-
ment of said indenture of mortgage was on tie
fl. h (5) day of March, A. D. 1875, duly assigned by
said Gijshrecht Stein to I. O. Hoffman, of Allegan',
Michigan, said assignment was recorded In the
Office of the Register of Deeds In and for
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan
on the third fM] day of May, A. D„ 1877, at one
(i) o clock in the afternoon of said day, in
Liber “4, of Mortgages, on page two hnn-
dred and ninety eight, (298). And whereas.
,  — , ....... im W
(181^00 3 thi dert 't* Ir due' ,lfnfl jlJ111['ui(1 this
----- ..1 ram Indenture of
Mortgage, the «um of one hundred and seventeen
and 42- HID jlullars. ism 42-100,) for princlpsi and
indenture of
Farm for Sale.
of ex-soldiers of the blue and gray stood
shoulder to shoulder in the rank.
reports taking over 400 subscribers in ten days.
All who engage make money fast. Yon can devote
all yonr time to the business, or only your spare
time. Yon need not be away from home over
night. You can do it as well as others. Full parThe luto W. B. Ogdeu leaves es e r„:,
variously estimated at from $5,000,000 to
$10,000,000, most of whicii is in the West.
He was not niarried till lie was 70 years
of age. ' •
U..VV..U.IO null icimnuvu. Ciiegull l aild
expensive outfit tree. If you want profitable work
send us your address at onee. It costs nothing to
try the business. No one who engages fails to
make great pay. Address “The People's Journal."
Portland Maine.
$tavrieii. FRUIT FARM FOR SALE.
PARKKIt-MONROE— Atthe M. E. Parsonage in
Holland, Mich., August llth bv the Rev. Win. M.
Coplln. Mr. Algernon 8. Parker, of Hamilton.
Mich., to Miss Mary L. Monroe, of Grand Haven,
Mich.
T HAVE a desirable farm containing 41 acres,
1 situated on Black Lake. W miles west of the
City of Holland. Michigan. ' It Is called the
“Woodruff Farm." and contains all tile conven-
iences of a modern farm— a good house, water In
abundance etc. There are some 300 grapevines
that bear well, also 100 apple trees, pear trees,
cherry trees, crab apple and transcendent. It is
aa U tx I . 1 i si a I 4 %*•«! I . . a.. ..2 _ _ 1 _ . T • • 1 • 
___ « splendid site and increasing In valne. I will sell
T7~"~ ^  --- l the above for a reasonable price. Add re is
$tur ^dvfrtiiscmentis. ^lluMA8nScg,,
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, »t a bargain, JO acres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42~tf M. I). HOWARD.
TOSIH'S L'MIGEI,
interest. And. whereas, the said mu.-m 01
Mortgage contains a condition that as often as any
proceeding is taken to foreclose the same by virtue
of the power of sale therein contained, the sum
of twenty (20) dollars shall be paid bv the party of
the first part to the party of the second part as u
reasonable attorney's or solicitor’s fee, and all the
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and
sale in case proceedings shall he taken to foretose
the same, and no suit at law or chancery bavin-'
been instituted fft recover said debt or anv part
thereof. Xow, therefore, notice i* hereby given, that
by virtue of the power of sale contained in sold
mortgage and of the statute in such case made and
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much there-
of as is necessary to satisfy the amount due on
said mortgage for principal nnd interest of said in-
stallment, said attorney’s fee, and the legal costs
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed bv
law, at public auction or vendue, to the highest bid-
der on the Tenth (10) day of September, A . 1). 1877. at
one 0 clock in the aftei noon ol said day. at the front
door of the County Court House, In the City of
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, and State
of Ml> higan. that being the place for holding the
Circuit (.’out for said County; Said mortgaged
premises to be sold are described in said mortgage
ns follows, to wit : All that certain piece or par-
cel ot land, situate in the City of Holland, in tbe
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, nnd de-
scribed ns follows, to wit ; Lot numbered five (5)
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) lu
Block fifty eignt (58) in the village, (now city) of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan, according to the recorded map of the
same.
Dated, Holland, Michigan, June 8th, A. 1). 1877.
ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Aeeignte.
IIowAiiDit McBninu, Att'yefor Assignee.
— 1 “
A bountiful wheat barreet is assured io
Colorada, all other crops are promising
well, and the mines will produce at least
$10,000,000 this year. The prospects of
wool-growers are good, and, on the whole,
industrial prospects are excellent.
DLSCHOUTEFS
SYRUP OF
RHUBARB,
It Is the best care for
DIARRIICEA,
As handreds of families learned by experience.
H. "Wljkhuijsen,
IwiHlIfar
A fair trial with children will
convince you, ngd you
will always keep it
in the house. Wittliaier uJ Jciteltf,
For Bale by all Drnsgigtg*
PHETIX HOTEL
Its sltnation, near the Chicago depot, makes ft the
handiest and e^sict hotel for the wearv traveler.
Hoilajid, Align.) 1, 1877. RYDER.
Offers his services ss each to the pnblic and will
snurantee his work for moderate charges. Having
been engaged Ibr some time past for Messrs. Joslin
sBrerman, has now started for himself in the
•tore of Mr. J. AL8SB8, at
No. 62, Eighth Street.
Nr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and "
•try business, and Mr. WijkhaIJscn to the Wsl
Jew
»../ i/unucw  im Atr. mjKbuijBcn 10 me atches.
However, each of them will wait on the public (n
for sale cheap.
GALL <Sc SEE.
I
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1876.
H. WrJKHUIJSKN
J. A LULUS.
3000 B1T02A7IJ33 ; 1810 PAQE3 ftUASTO.
Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family.
rSTNow contains twcnl;-flvo per cent, more
matter than any other one volume English Diction-
ary published in this country or Great Britain.
A X AT I OVAL STANDARD.
The sale Is 23 times as great as the sale of any
o' her large Dictionary.
More than 30.000 copies have been placed in the
public schools ol ihe United States.
Reccommcudcd hy 28 State Superintendents of
Schools.
CV* Warmly reccommendefl by Bancroft. Pres
cott. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, Ualleck, Whittier,
Willis, Saxo, Kllhu Burritt, Daniel Webster,
Rufns Choate, II . Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann.
Presidents Woolsey, Waylsnd, Hopkins, Nott,
Walker, Anderson, [more than fifty College Prosi-
dents In all.] and the best American and European
scholars.
“Indispensable to every student of the English
language.’’— JL 11. Waite, Vhitf Justice United
Statu.
A LECTURE
TO YOUNG MEN.
Just PuUUhed in a sealed enveloped. Price six cent*.
m,
A Lecture on the Nntnre. Treatment, nnd radi-
cal cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorro-a,
induced by Self Abuse. Involunturv Seminal
Losses, Impotence, Nervous Debility, nnd Imped-
iments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsy nnd fits; Mental and Physical Incnncitv
Ac — By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL, M. D., aitl
thor of the “Green Book," &c.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of self-abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, nnd without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instru-
ments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
cure at onee simple, certain, and effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matter what
his condition may he. may cure himself cheaply,
privately, and radically.
This Lecture should he in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent nnder seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, post-paid^ on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
Tilt BWSLL mm co„
41 Asa St , New York; Post Office Box. 4586.
The Seaside Library.
The Highest Authority in Great Britain as well as
in Ihe United Statu.
ALSO
Wtta's Nitioul Pictorial Dictionary,
600 Enmirinas: KHO Panes Or/nm. 'gravings; 1010 ges ctavo.
fabUihed U 0. ft 0. X1UIAX, Springfield, fell.
Webster’s Abridgments.
PnblUhed by IVI80N, BLAXDCAN, TATL01 ft 00., N.T.
Webeter’s Primary School Dictionary, 804 Engrav’s
“ Common School •* arj •»
“ High School » w i.
“ Academie “ 841 “
1 .1 ®ou*,in* Wonse “ with nnmerons
niaetrat ons and many valuable tables not to be
foond elsewhere.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
Situated
and P.
Choice books no longer for the few only. The
best standard novels within the reach of every one
Books nsnally sold from $1 to |3 given (unchanged
and unabridged) for 10 and 20 cents.
1. East Eynnc, By Mrs. Henry Wood (DoubleNo ) jftc
I. John Halifax, gent., By Miss Mulock. 20c.
S. Jane Eyre, By Charlotte Bronte. 20c.
4. A Woman-Hater, CharlifReade’s new novel 20c.
5. The Black-Indies, JBles Verne’s latest 10c.
6. Ust days of Pompeii, By Baiter. ice.
7. Adam Bede, By George Eliot. 20c.
8. The Arnndel Motto, By Mary Cecil Hay. 10c.
8. Old Myddelton’s Money, By Mary Cecil Hay. 10c.
10. The Woman In White, By Wilke Collins. 20c.
II. The Mill on the Floss, By George Eliot, anc.
1?. The American Senator. By Anthony Trollope 20c.
13. A Princess of Thule, By William Black. 90c.
14, The Dead Secret, By Wilkie Collins. 10c.
1ft. Romola, By George Eliot. *0c.
1C. The English at the North Pole and Field of
*«>• In qnebook. By Jnles Verne. 10c.
17. Hidden Perils, By Mary Cecil Hay.!2- >71 By Amelia 41. Edwards. 90e.
19. A Terrible Temptation, 'By Chas. Reade. 10c.
90. Old Curiosity Shop. By Chariea Dickens, 90e.
91. Foul Play, By Charles Reade. ’ 10c.
29rMan and Wife, By Wilkie Collins. 90c.
*1. The Squire’s Legacy, By Mary Cecil Hay. »c.
For sale by all Booksellers and Newsdealers, or
npHE East 4ft feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. S
Ti r*?3,' o’ Boesbnrg’s Drug Store, a r. r i>ai u n tMniKucn uu xsewsa i rs,
In uHtof L * “uncrn* on^KI^htb^street. . sent, postage ^repnjld. on^recelpt of price by
flouaxo. April 7, 1877. H' D°E BL R Mf ‘ P. O. Box 5637 21, l&fa^a Vandc^er?tl!%.
..... ^^^*d*&*** jLAiHi
.. .
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GIieesb.vcks are steady at 95 cunts {14
gold.
Rev. Wm. U. Gtlhuuie ami his family
are in town on a visit.
A complete account of General Gib.
boo's battle with the Indians will be found
on the inside.
Our dry spell is basted, and nature
seems refreshed. Monday morning we
were treated to a fine shower, also Tues-
day and likewise Wednesday.
The American Board of Foreign Mis-
sions has received $20,000 less in donations
this year than last, and appeals for money
to save itself from “an embarrassing debt.”
Ex Alderman Geo. H. Sipp is slowly
improving.
-«»» -
m It is reported that the cholera has broke
out in the Russian army.
Prop. I. F. Bangs, our new Sup’t. of
Public Schools arrived in town this week.'
He wears a red ribbon. •
Senator Ferry has OTosI, ,e?
covered hi* health.
Js
- £"f sf <
Potatoes are so plenty in Kansas as to
be hardly worth marketing.
ONE-fiftli of alkhe land in Alabama Is
twirad by the United States government.
STAR HAT STORE,
NO. 02 MONROE STR^JSET.
Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the
Fashionable ladies in Paris have be-
gun to wear dresses that permit the feet
to be seen, and there are rumors that the
day of long trails Is over.
A general invitation is extended to the
citizens to participate in the donation
which will be held at Kenyon’s Hall, on
Friday evening next, August 81st, for the
benefit of the Rev. Win. M. (Joplin.
Prop. Cs. Doealmrg started on his west-
ern lour on Tuesday last, and will visi
most of the congregations in the Claris of
Wisconsin in the interest of Hope College
and 2)e Hope.
- .. ,
Messrs Squires & White’s dredge ms*
chine did not leave ns last week as was re-
ported to us, but will continue dredging
during this week, and unless the weather
favors them, may last two or three weeks
more.
Mr. B. P. Higgins has moved his Art
Gallery into the store of Mr. D. Bertsch,
opposite this office, and fitted it up nice
enough for a town three times our size.
He says he is now ready to accommodate
any amount of customers.
-- -•«? --
Dr. Schouten again advertises his su-
perb Syrup of Rhubarb. This is no hum-
bug, but a regular prepared mixture or
rhubarb, which is the most efficacious
remedy in cases of diarrhoea or summer
complaint, which we have ever tried, and
ought to be kept in every family.
sT
The barn of Mr. J. Veuling, residing
about miles southeast of the Overysel
church, was struck by lightning on the af-
ternoon of Wednesday last, and consumed
by fire. The barn contained a quantity of
hay and some 140 bushels of wheat, and
other valuables. The barn was partially
insured.
- -
One of Mr. A. Sleketee’s sons bad an
accident on Monday, by which he came
near losing an eye, a large sliver entering
The little steamer Centennial while ly-
ing at her dock, iu the slip, at Grand Ha-
ven, on Wednesday morning last, ngaia^
aught fire and sustained considerable
damage. The Cutler was cut adrift to
avoid a similar fate.
The scow Spray in attempting to run
into Milwaukee a few days since ran into
We are now sending lager to Europe, a
Lawrence, Mass , firm having forwarded
an invoice to Liverpool last week.
Tbr house where William H. Seward
was bom, iu Florida, N. Y., is occupied
by a fashionable dressmaker. It is old,
but is well preserved. •
Many of the old citizens of Louisiana
who left the State in the disastrous period
between 1800 and 1870 and settled else-
where, arc now returning, attracted by
the present prosperity and the indications
Of a bright future.
“Suppose we pass a law,” said a severe
father to bis daughters, “that no girl 18
years old who can’t cook a good meal k
shall get married till she learns how to do ^iy (tOOcls,
HP’ “Why, then, we’d all get married
the pier and stove in her bow, breaking, 0t 17,” responed the girls in sweet chorus.
lu*r Qtnm O twl fufurnivl linlu'.irlra Hlld * -- ---her stem and forward bulwarks, and car*'' t
rying away her bow-rail. She is now at
Anderson’s shipyard undergoing repairs.
---- ----
List of letters remaining in the Post Of-
fice at Holland, Michigan, August 16, 1877:
David Shively, Bessie Snyder, Mary
Adams, Daniel R. Blackman, John F.
Hendricks, Adolphus McDonald, Will H.
Pittwood.
Wm. Veubeek, P. M.
I.n the burning of a cigar-ly»x factory in
Cincinnati last Friday, a half-dozen of the
working-girls and two men were burnt to
death. One of the victims, a lad of 16,
lost his life in an effort to save the girls in
the fourth story. His body was found
Saturday iu a kneeling position, and with
hands clasped as in prayer.
Billy Dckker, who has been a fugitive
from justice for some weeks, and who has
been reported killed a couple weeks ago,
was escorted back to town on Wednesday
last by our vigilant Marshal, and brought
before Justice Post, where, by the help of
bis friends, he paid his fine and costs of
suit, and is now once more at liberty.
RePRKBI&Tativk Alexander II. Stc.
It is said that Gen. McClellan has pre-
pared an article for re publication in a
leading magazine, in which he endeavors
to demonstrate by means of statistics that
a sum greater than the expense of an in
creased military establishment has been
paid annually fur the Iran portal ion of
men anu military stores.
The war correspondents of seventeen
journals, English, French, German, and
American, including all the principal
London morning newspapers, with the ex-
cepiionof the Daily Xeirn, have signed a
statement at Sehumh testifying to the acts
of cruelty committed in Bulgaria against
the inoffensive Mussulman population.
above the jaw and passing upward pro- .phens has written a fetter in which, speak-
ti tided near the eye at the temple. Dr. f mg of the repudiation of certain Georgia
L -A. R Gr ES S T
And best assorted Stock of
HATS, CAPS and STRAW GOODS,
IN GRAND RAFjpS.
11 ,3» FRIOES VERY XQ-ftT.
If you wish to sec a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA& KOFFERS,
DEALERS IN
Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,
Groceries,
Flour & Feed,
Provisions etc
Furnishing Goods,
Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but tfe dtn satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
Morris was called and hud to open the
wound to dress it in proper shape. The
patieqt is doing well.
We hear from undoubted authority that
the people aboard the dredge-machine at
the mouth of Black Lake witnessed a scene
of uncommon splendor— a mirage show.-
state bonds, be says: “In my opinion, a
refusal to pay them is nothing short of
public swindling, not less infamous than
the obtuinmeut of money by an individ-
ual upon false pretences and representa-
tions.”
While a sergeant of a United States
ing a clear outline of the west shore of , company was exhibiting a Galling gun at
Lake Michigan against the sky— on Mon-
day last. It was extraordinarily clear,
and quite a treat to look at.
The agent of Montgomery Queen’s
Mammoth Circus writes us that within the
next thirty days they will give two per-
formadees in this town, and that further
notice will be given by advertisements and
posters. This circus has the reputation of
being lull as good and as large as Bar-
naul’s, and its menagerie alone will be
worth the price of admission.
Wr wish to call the attention of our rea-
ders to the advertisement of Mr. C. II.
Doesburg. He has the charge of the drug
store of Mr. J. 0. Doesburg, and promises
to sell so cheap as to make it an object to
deal with him, and to keep the store open
from early morning until lute in the eve-
ning. ) M Fair dealing, quick sales and
small profits” are his motto. Give him a
call.
Mr. A. A. Pfansliehl preached again iu
Allegan on Sunday last. It is his inten-
tion 'to finish his theological studies in the
Presbyterian Seminary in Chicago— New
Brunswick being a little too far away from
home to suit his aged parents. This sem-
inary stands iiigh in Chicago and is pre-
sided over by no less a personage than the
celebrated Dr. Patton, of whom a great
deal waa in print during the controversy
with Prof. Swing.
- - -
Mr. R. Kanters has received instructions
from Col. Mansfield to proceed to White-
hall and fill a certain amount of feet of
the piers at that harbor as he has done at
our hirbor. This we consider the best
kind of enconicum on the character of the
work Mr. Kanters has finished the govern-
ment, and his skill in brushwork in har-
bors, will, no doubt, be turned to good
account yet in this country. Mr. Kanters
started on Thursday last to make prelim-
hary arrangements at Whitehall.
The fire in Grand Haven, of which we
niade mention in our last issue, did not
break out io the rear of the store formerly
^jeeupied by C. de Vlieger, but in the rear
* of A. Donker’s saloon. The general im-
pression is that it was the work of an in-
cendiary. The total number of buildings
it
tense that the buildings on the opposite
side of the street are considerably dam-
aged. It is the opinion of a good many
that if a strong wind had prevailed Grand
Haven would have suffered as we did in
1871.
the foot of Jackson street, Chicago, last
Tuesday evening, some one inserted a cart-
ridge and turned the crank. An explosion
The official statistics show that in the
forty seven years from 1820 to 1876, in-
clusive, the population of this country was
increased 10,481,946 by immigration. The
highest point of this tide was reached in
1872, when the arrivals numbered 498,828.
In tin*, seven years 1870—1876, the immi-
gration amounted to 2,688,761. During
the latter period, the increase of the popu-
lation by births was 5,700,000.
It is predicted that within fifty years a
district of one hundred miles square, in-
cluding the counties of Athens, Perry, and
Hocking, in Ohio, will equal iu produc-
tiveness any coal region in the world.
This section has twenty-two leet of solid
coal iu five seams, the greatest vein being
in some places twelve feet thick, and no-
where !es» than six. Mingled among the
coal beds are inexhaustible ones of iron.
Among the distinguished people invited
to the dedication of the Boston soldiers’
monument, are Generals Grant, Sherman,
. n , , . . , , , Sheridan, Hancock, Hartranft, Burnside,
followed and a man was shot through the! „ ,, .. n. „ „ , , .. ,” 1 Butler, McClellan, Banks and ul others of
heart. The crowd was so great that the
person responsible for the deed was not
discovered. The victim was one of the
special policemen lately on duty.
- ---
Some of Kalamazoo’s most prominent
citizens were on a fishing and bathing ex-
cursion here during the latter part of lust
week, and stayed over Sunday, consisting
of Messrs. Chas. R. Bates, Dr. Foster
Pratt, Hoyt, Metcalf, Mason, ex-commis-
sioner Cobb and brother. They were en-
tertained by some of their old friends here
—Messrs. M. D. Howard and ex- Mayor
Harrington— and expressed themselves as
well pleased during their stay.
The Boston Advertiser has obtained re-
turns from thirty-eight mills, showing
that in the first half of 1877 there was an
increased consumption of cotton of
per cent compared with the first half of
1876. The cotton used has at the same
time been of a better quality* and, allow-
ing for the increase in th<b number of
pounds turned out, will be about 6 per
cent. The prices obtained have been
low, but the goods produced have all been
marketed.
any prominence, while the latter comprise
Jubal Early, Longstreet, Joe Johnston,
Wade Hampton, Nicholls of Louisiana,
Fitz Hugh Lee, Beauregard, Ewell, Col.
Simmons, of the Washington Light In-
fantry, Charleston, S. C.
The latest news from the European seat
war indicates that the Russians aie hurry-
ing forward their reinforcements as fast ns
possible, but sickness seems to be deplet-
ing their ranks as fast as reinforcements
can be pushed forward. The situation
seems to be critical, and it is generally
conceded that they have made the same
mistake iu European Turkey as they have
in Asia. In Asia, however, heavy reinfor-
cemeut have reached the Russian armies
aud news of heavy fighting is hourly ex-
pected. Detailed war news of the lust
seven days will be found on the inside.
WANTED.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
NEW FIRM! CROSBY' S
G. Van Putten.
Hiving inccceded the late Ann of O. Van Putten
& Co., at the Haim! eland ami in the same builneie
wlahei to advertise through the coluinne of the
Newi hi* stock of
Diy Goods,
Hats (Japs,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed.
Etc., Etc.
The Goods are first-class
PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
ST CAl^AND SEE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2. 1876.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
MORTON HOUSE BLOCK.
Comer Monroe and Ionia Streets,
ORAND R A RIDS.
This is and remains the popu-
lar Eating House of Grand
Rapids.
Spring Chickens on Hand.
If you want a square meal go
and try them.
Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 ots.
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY
Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL.
Ml HIE Iff 111, C , 8.L ftillfE
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - - Michigan
The above Arm tnnk« i ipecialty of cuatom work.
Guarantee *uii«fuciion. Their price* are low
enough to compete with any hou*c in the city.
They keep conatantly or hand a choice variety ol
Lodie* and Children shoe* and gaitera.
llepairiny neatly done and at
Short notice,
' 84-ly W. A II. ELFERDINK,
A hunter in the woods of Northern ^
Michigan fell into an old mine hole or
well recently. He was badly bruised, but
his cries attracted attention and he was
drawn out with a rope. An exploration
of the hole was made the next day, and a
human skeleton was fouud at the bottom
An exchange says: "The great schema in a slwin& potyun. Investigation left no
J • • • " • * *“ doubt that it was the skeleton Of a man
who had fallen in and had perished of
starvation. Marks on the side of the exca-
vation showed where he had tried to cut
steps, and his rusted gun was found near
the top. An old almanac for the year
1866, taken from’ the remains of bis cloth-
ing, rendered it probable that he met hi:
fate in that year.
BOOTS & SHOES
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland
for draining the Zuyc|er Zee is now really
begun. A dyke, twenty-five miles long,
is to be built acrotfs the gulf, and then the
water is to be deliberately pumped out.
The scheme is now really begun, and if
completed will form one of the greatest en-j
gineering feats of the world/ TT w'Tlf
tthange fishermen to farmers,\ and redeem
the long lost acres from the floods. The
cities that have for centuries /peen buried
may come to light, too, aud even if the
work costs the $67,000,000, as estimated,
it may pay financially.”
Marinus, a son of Mr. Jacob Van
Putten, after losing the sight of one eye in
early childhood, is now also losing the
sight of the other eye. The grief-stricken
parents are not leaving a stone unturned
in trying to find relief for him. Mr. Van
Putten took his son to Chicago last week
destroyed is nine, and the heat was so in- and-oonsulted tjie most celebrated phy-
sicians in that profession, and was advis-
ed to take })im home and try no more, as
they pronounced the boy’s^cuse incurable.
This is a sad affair, and costs a gloom over
the family. - The boy is hardly old enough
i to realize the extent of the loss.
s
/
An effort is being made to organise a
Farmer’s Mutual Fire Insurance Company
in this Colony. The necessary blanks
were printed at this office, and are in the
hands of Mr. H. Bosch, in Vriesland,
Mich., who is reliable and trustworthy,
and sufficiently popular to give it a fair
trial. We hope the enterprising leaders
in this movement will meet with success,
aud establish a long needed reformation in
the ideas of insurance. The care our peo-
ple take in guarding against fire, ought to
be a guaranty of low average premiums,
and another argument in its favor is the
profligate extravagance and many defalca-
tions of companies who have formerly sus.
tained the best reputation. We wish the
movement a grand success.
Ladies,
! Gents,
Youth and
Misses Wear.
Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland. Jan. 1. 1876
A NEW PATENT
COM PLANTER
JUST INVENTED BY
CHARLES MULDER.
The patent will be for tale by
State right*. County right* and
will be offered.
November next,
townahip right*
The com planter will be a cheaper machine, and
plant# much faster, and with lee# power than any
other com planter known.
C. MULDER.
Hollasd, Mich., July 14, 1877, 5fl-4m
DKALER IN
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Of the neatcat ftyle* and heat quailtlea which I
offer cheaper than anybody else.
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D B K. VAN UAALTE.
Meat Market.
No. 76, Eighth St.
Thla Meat Market li In Slniter’s Store, two doors
£a»t of L. T. Ranters* Book Store. We keep on
hand a choice anortment of freab meat*, and alio
keep
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing el*c belonging to that line of
bu*lne*|. Foil weight* and good quality la oar
standing role.
Gome and Give us a Trial.
JOHN VAN PINB1RG.
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
FOR SALE.
A 8 Acre Frait Farm containing some acobenrine
grape vinca, 100 Cnrrant bnshet; Strawberries:
App"-
No money required down inquire or4 4 _ J. VA« landegend,
Hollakd. April 18‘
I
TUG FOR S
AM authorized to sell the
ou favorable term*. I
MANL
Holland, b
TWENTY YEARS AGO.
UYImRF. 8. T. BERRY.
Tin Bprlngtluic him come agaiu. Will,
A* in the yearH of yore,
The maple treeH are leafing out
Before the cottage door ;
And the glad liirda have come agaiu,
Hinging their merry glcei*,
/Building their ncHta, rearing their young,
Up in our maple trees.
The silver brook 1h dancing, Will,
Along its pebbly way,
And on Its rooky islands now
The little children play ;
I’ve watched them at their sport thin mom-
The fashions come and go—
But plays are Just the same as ours
Were twenty years ago.
The children have their play-house, Will,
Just where ours used to lie ;
They have their broken bits of ware,
Their acorn cups for tea.
The boys split wood and built' the fire,
Just as you did, yon know.
When we kept house upon those rocks
Home twenty years ago.
The woodbine climbs the lattice, Will,
And hides the porch from sight.
Do yon remember how it stood,
Not much beyond our height ?
I, marked the place where your head came,
You marked the place of mine—
But you and I have grown some, too,
Hince that far-off springtime.
W’e have never met since then, Will,
As vuin I know you not ;
The black-eyed bop of those glad dajs,
Has never been forgot.
While sitting in your mansion grand
With your proud wife to-day,
I wonder if there comes a thought
Of “ woe wife” Katie Gray.
A programme indicated that at the
close of the lecture some interesting
demonstrations would be exhibited!
Mrs. and Miss Leffingwell, it was stated,
wer^iboth • mediums, and the former
gifted with remarkable powers of reading
the future.
We decided at once to “ assist ” at this
prelection. The man’s extreme villain j
and audacity made him interesting. In-
deed, so entire had been the popular
conviction, in the trial to which I have
referred, of the man’s deliberate, vin-
dictive malice, that there had been felt a
very general disappointment that his
sentence was not more severe. Not a
very large audience, of course, was to be
expected in a place like Epping; but it
was a pretty fair turn-out — several hun-
dreds— and these were mostly collected
before Mrs. Leffingwell and the young
ladi y made their appearance.
On a platform at one side of the hall
AN EVENING AT EPPING.
I suppose that all persons given more
to reflection than to action have at times
been conscious of power undeveloped
far transcending all they have ever put
forth. lu illustration of this assump-
tion, I propose offering a plain state-
ment of facte. It may be that circum-
stances equally remarkable occur within
the experience of most persons ; but, if
it be so, I believe they excite usually
only a transient observation.
tfen years ago I was speeding the
summer in Epping— a quiet, pleasant
country town in New England. Un-
usual demands had been made on my
energies, mental and physical, the pre-
ceding year, and, with scarcely sufficient
vitality to enable me to seek rest, I yet
thankfully accepted it when offered by
chance. A month of absolute repose re-
stored to me a degree of vigor com-
mensurate perhaps with that which I
before possessed, but with a difference.
Previously I had valued chiefly my
uniformity of ability to labor. Now I
had the ability in an equal degree, but
interruptedly. Gradually I observed,
too, that my own moods were precurs-
ors of meteorological changes, so that I
became a sort of conscious barometer.
My experiences at this time were not all
equally agreeable, but the most so of
them, I think, was a feeling of extreme
buoyancy, accompanied by an unusual
clearness of perception, apparently co-
incident with,, and, as I grew to believe,
dependent upon any extraordinary aug-
mentation of atmospheric electricity.
At such times, too, I was conscious of a
recognition of traits of character in the
individuals aromid me which I had never
before observed— their thoughts, the
very words they were about to speak
were as clear to my mind as at the mo-
ment of their utterance. I cannot bet-
ter express what I experienced in this
respect than to say that my own mind,
like a mirror, reflected sometimes the
consciousness, memory, and volition of
another, and this quite independently
of effort on my part other than to hold
in abeyance disturbing forces.
One morning in the middle of July,
after a protracted drought, and after the
failure of repeated prognostics of rain,
the temperature had suddenly descended
from a little less than 100 degrees to the
vicinity of fifty. The coolness had
braced my nerves to a degree of tension
which I had rarely felt. I was evolving
a plan of action as I stood by the win-
dow in the office of my friend Wynn,
whose guest I then was, ‘and who, by the
way, was eminent in the brotherhood of
•lawyers whose rare acumen and sterling
g*od sense form a counterpart to the
granitic structure of their own State.
’While I stood there, then, an individual
entered the office, whom, in spite of
multifarious disguises, such as dyed
hair and whiskers, false teeth and* an
assumed name, I at once recognized
as my own fellow-townsman, and as ar-
rant a scoundrel as it had ever been my
lot to encounter. He had an air of much
pretension, wore a large seal-ring, a
showy scarf-pin, and several crossings
of a bright gold chain over a bright-pat-
terned waistcoat, all of which decorative
trumpery served tne purpose of varnish
to a very ugly picture, heightening the
* distmttnese of every point. His errand,
1 to obtain the use of the Town Hall for
\the delivery of a lecture on animal mag-
netism, being speedily accomplished, he
took his leave.
“Wynn,” said I, as the door closed
upon mm, “do you remember Mark
Tufts, who was convicted of burglary in
Charleston, and who afterwards escaped
from State prison ? ”
“ Yes ” answered Wynn, “ and I could
not think of whom this man reminds me;
yes, it is Mark Tufts.”
“ It is Tufts himself,” I replied. “ I
recognized him before he had uttered
tliree sentences. I came across the room
* to look for the scar of a wound on the
left cheek, given him by a companion in
a drunken brawl. The mark is there.
. Audi know that the little Auger and
* the first joint from the one next is miss-
ing from the hand he carries in a sling.
. and which he pretends to have been hurt
in fl(\recent railroad accident”
‘‘^Pierson G. Leffingwell” was elab-
* orately engraved on the card with which
he had introduced himself. I looked
from the window; the man had crossed
the street, and was standing on the
were placed a table with lights and sev-
eral chairs. Mr. Leffingwell came in,
arranged these, withdrew again, and soon
returned conducting his assistants. The
woman seated herself in a bustling, im-
portant way, arranging and rearranging
her dress, and sending around bold, as-
sured glances. The girl took her place
quietly, without raising her eyes until
the falling of a window, which had not
been properly fastened up; then she
lifted them a moment, with a startled,
| expectant look. I observed the group
closely, for I had begun to grow inter-
ested in them.
The lecture was a tissue of trashy
plagiarisms, through which what the
My aim was accomplished ; his eyelids
quivered, then drooped, and with a slow,
audible respiration he sat back in his
chair, rigid and white.
I breathed freely then, and I became
aware that two persons were intently
watching me; one was Wynn, whom I
hod taken into my counsel at the outset.
With a glance he directed my attention
to my other observer, the young girl on
the platform. Her hands were firmly
clasped, her lips slightly apart, and her
dilated eyes, fixed full upon me, ex-
pressed an indescribable blending of
pleading and terror.
But my work with Leffingwell was not
yet done; the audience had perceived the
change in his countenance, but supposed
it the result of his own efforts. Now,
however, they began to suspect some
counterplot. Wynn, well known to the
whole assembly, broke the silence with
a few words.
“ It happens that an individual pos-
sessing a higher degree of the power to
which Mr. Leffingwejl lays claim is pres-
ent this evening, so that the fowler is
apparently taken in his own snare.”
Several exclamations of 4 ‘ Good ! Let
the gentleman come forward,” were the
response.
I did not, however, leave my place,
but asked to be allowed to interrogate
Mr. Leffingwell. An immediate and
perfect stillness succeeded. The replies
wort* made by Leffingwell with deliberate
distinctness.
My first query was, “Were you six
years ago in Concord, N. H. ?”
Answer, “I was."* w li  ^ ----- — *~*-**' " ^ * j x tin,
man would be at was not clearly per- “Will you allow me to look at your
ceptible. It was evident, however, that left hand i”1 f 11 He replied by withdrawing it from
the sling which supported it, unwrap-
ping from it the enveloping handker-
chief, and held it out. The fourth
finger and a part of the third were want-
ing.
piazza of the Epping House. Presently
he entered, and shortly after reap]
f
<*:
------- peared,
accompanied by a showily-dressed
woman and a young girl. In the appear-
ance of the latter I remarked nothing,
(except, perliaps, extreme fragility.
he had himself a sort of grotesque faith
in what he was trying to say— a kind of
trembling belief involved in his diabol-
ism. And this suggested to me a plan
for the solution of a query which had
entered my mind: how far, namely, that
slight young girl sitting there with an
air of such utter abstraction was a volun-
tary accomplice of Mr. and Mrs. Leffing-
well That t/iey were well matched ad-
mitted scarcely a doubt. The woman,
large framed, coarse-featured, swarthy,
with thick, sensual lips and black brows
meeting over lurid eyes, looked fit for
any emergency of wickedness. In dress
she was the counterpart of her husband;
everything about her was tawdry; a
flash silk gown, much flounced, a heavily-
wrought and solid white crape shawl,* a
rigolette, as I believe they term those
triangular tagrags which women w’ere
then beginning to wear on the head, a
quantity of bracelets, rings, chains,
brooches and the like, and a vulgar-
looking fan, which she flourished unre-
mittingly, made up her outfit. She im-
pressed one as having foregone every
womanly trait.
Not so the girl claimed by the Lefiing-
wells as their daughter. She looked at
most 14, and might have been a year or
two younger. She wore a lilac-colored
dress and a black silken scarf, the sim-
plicity of her attire not less than the
frail, delicate beauty of her person con-
trasting noticeably with the intense vul-
garity of the woman beside her. Her
face was too pale, but the features were
exquisite in outline; the brow low, with
shadowy chestnut hair; the eyes blue, I
knew afterward, though I had supposed
them black, were so large and fringed
with such thick, long lashes, that they
seemed to make half her face. There
was an occasional slight compression of
the under lip that showed her to be ill
at ease, whether from physical pain or
some other cause, and under an air of
apparent languor, a quick, nervous clos-
ing and unclosing of the little left hand
which held the edge of her black scarf.
She wore no ornaments.
Of course I do not pretend in any way
to account for the phenomena I am
about to describe. No theory that ever
came in my way has seemed to me to
bear adequate credentials. In most in-
stances, too, which have been related to
I have felt myself compelled tome
doubt facts and inferences. Twill give
an unvarnished statement of occurrences,
premising only that I had previously
aud precisely, when I found myself in a
mood similar to that which I have de-
scribed as particularly belonging to me
on this day, been able to exert the influ-
ence to which have been given the epi-
thets magnetic, odic, and the like, over
some refractory subjects.
At the close of Mr. LeffingweH’s
declamatory farago he came to the front
of the platform and proposed for the
more satisfactory demonstration of his
science to experiment on any one or
several among his auditors who might
solicit proof in their own persons. A
middle-aged man of stolid aspect and a
boy of Hi presented themselves. Di-
recting them to be seated in chairs on
the right of the staging, and observing
that he would begin with the elder indi-
vidual, he took his station nearly oppo-
site and commenced his craft.
I commenced, too, and in earnest.
For about three minutes, during which
I felt my concentratire power— I know
no better name for it — growing stronger,
I perceived no outward token of suc-
cess ; but then there was a perceptible
toning down, a manifest smoldering of
the audacity of his look. Let me en-
deavor to describe my own experience at
the time.
It seemed as if I projected a circle of
influence extending to an indefinite dis-
tance from the man, and inclosing him
as a center, the circumference irregular
at first and wavering. It was my effort
to integrate, and then with a steady,
tidal pulsation to contract toward and
around the person I was endeavoring to
control. It was in my favor that he, in-
tent on bis own purpose, was unaware
of mine. I was succeeding— nearer and
nearer came the inclosing wave— I saw
it become faintly luminous, while points
of lambent, bluish flame projected from
it inward; a needle of light glided
toward his hand— he rubbed it hastily—
the next moment the faint blue circle,
invisible to all but myself, was contract-
ed to a hazy, luminous, irregular center.
“Is Leffingwell the name b*y which
you were known in Concord ?”
“ It is not.”
“Is the young woman who accompa-
nies you a relative of either yourself or
of Mrs. Leffingwell?”
“Of neither.”
“Is she voluntarily associated with
you?”
“No.”
“ What is her real name ?”
“Janet Ware.”
“ Why is she thus connected with
you ?”
“She believes herself Mrs. Lefling-
well’s niece.”
“She supposes this through the
agency of yourself and Mrs. Leffing-
well!”
“ Through our agency.”
At this juncture Janet Ware, since
such was the girl’s name, who had list-
ened with intense interest to every word
of our colloquy, made an attempt to rise.
Mrs. Leffingwell arrested her motion, at
the same time addressing to her a whis-
pered remark.
I spoke to the woman then witli a de-
gree of confidence for which I felt full
warrant: “Mrs. Leffingwell, let me as-
sure you that it will be for your interest,
your own aud Mr. LeffingwelTs, to re-
main passive.” There was more, proba-
bly, in my tones than in my words, for
the woman cowered aud desisted.
The girl spoke with a passionate en-
ergv which set aside fear. “lam not
with them of my own will, Gbd know's !
They said they had a claim to me; that
they were my oniy relatives, and I
feared it was true. Thank God it is not
true ! Do not, do not let them take me
away with them !”
I am unused to the melting moot!, but
I confess the girl’s words and tones ap-
pealed to me as no acting ever did. In-
deed the effect on all present was elec-
tric.
Wynn spoke in a low tone with his sis-
ter, who sat next him, and both arose
and went towards the platform. Miss
Wynn addressed Janet Ware, who looked
in her face searchingly a moment and
then clung to her arm.
I resumed my dialogue with Mr. Lef-
fingwell.
“Has Miss Ware relatives? If any,
who are they.”
“An uncle, her mother’s brother,
Paul Williams.”
“ Where is he now?”
“In Boston?”
And now, reader mine, if you doubt
whether all this be very convincing, I
acknowledge the reasonableness of your
doubt; but then aud there I did not take
time to weigh the matter. It was, how-
ever, no port of my plan to establish the
identity of Leffingwell and Mark Tufts,
even if such a result had been possible.
I decided to withdraw the influence,
which, as all experimenters in this bi-
zarre branch of psychology are aware, is
comparatively an easy process. The
man awoke, much as from an ordinary
sleep, looked about him, and finally, tvs
ho recognized the place and missed
Janet, with whom Wynn and his sister
had withdrawn, his features assumed a
ludicrous mixture of bravado aud con-
sternation, visibly heightened as I ap-
proached him. Intimidation, though,
was not my sole object. I spoke to him
in a tone audible to himself only.
“ You are foiled with your own weap-
ons, Tufts,” said I. “ There are several
of us who know you ; I have no personal
grudge against you, and if you are dis-
creet— this return to your native State
scarcely looks like it— you will not de-
lay to make the distance between your-
self aud the State prison wider than it
is now. You have not exposed yourself
to-night, but you have put it in our
power to exjfose you at a moment’s
warning.”
He scrutinized my features rapidly.
I permitted it a moment and then walked
away. He exchanged a few sentences
with Mrs. Leffingwell, and, then, ap-
proaching the audience, assured them
that it was not his fault if an entertain-
ment different from that laid down in the
programme had been offered them this
evening ; that ho hoped to meet them
again to-morrow evening, when he would
resume the subject, and, he trusted,
convince the most skeptical that neither
inmself nor Mrs. Leffingwell urged
claims of any kind which they were un-
able satisfactorily to establish.
I doubted if they would let him go ;
but they did, I presume on account of
the presence of Mrs. Leffingwell.
The next morning the Leffingwells
were gone. They had taken the mid-
night train down. If they had waited
they might have had Wynn’s company,
for he went to Boston in the morning
train. As he had arranged previously
to go at this time, aud as his usual stop-
ping-place was the Revere House, the
drama of the preceding evening did not
probably influence him in those circum-
stances ; but it may have furnished the
motive which prompted him to inquire
of the clerk if Mr. Paul Williams were
among the guests, and the reply being
affirmative it may have induced him to
seek out that gentleman.
The result was the confirmation, in
each particular, of the items elicited
from Tufts.
Janet Ware was the daughter of Mr.
Williams’ only sister, who had married,
and with her husband removed to Illi-
nois. Their sole child was Janet, and
when she had attained her 12th year
both her parents fell victims to that fear-
ful scourge, cholera. A neighbor had
taken home the child and written to Mr.
Williams a letter which never reached its
destination. A year afterward Mr. and
Mrs. Leffingwell, on a tour through the
Western States, had accidentally encoun-
tered Janet and discovered in her such a
susceptibility to the odic influence, so
termed by Mr. Leffingwell, as to make
her a very desirable acquisition. She
was timid and easily wrought upon, ami
the myth of kinship, invented* on the
spur of the moment, had been over-
powering.
The child had tolerably hard disci-
pline, though it might have been worse.
For the six months and more she had
been wandering about good care had
been taken that she should find no op-
portunity of .escape, and entire seclusion,
except when under the eye of Mr. and
Mrs. Leffingwell, secured ‘to her at least
a degree of immunity of bad influences.
Mr. Williams was induced to accom-
pany Wynn on his return to Epping,
and when he saw Janet, who Imre her
mother’s name, her strong resemblance
to that mother was to him convincing
proof that his sister’s child stood before
liim.
I have since seen a full-length portrait
)y Sully of Mrs. Ware before her mar-
riage. I should unhesitatingly have
>ronounced it an incomparable likeness
of J nuet, or, as she is now, Mrs. Wynn.
There were just the same large, shadowy,
violet eyes, fringed with lashes of un-
common length and richness ; the same
ow, pearly brow and profuse, brown,
waving hair, with golden lights on it ;
the same faint tinge on the cheek, just
like the inside of ji sea-shell ; the same
cun-e of the bright red lip ; the same
poise of the head on the white, slender
neck. A little sad I should say the face
is, but Elinor, Wynn’s sister, now my
wife, affirms that Janet is as cheerful a
little sprite as ever gladdened a man’s
hearthstone.
A SEASON A HU: LAY.
The watermeldn days have come, the deadliest of the
year,
BTien^flamjenco^and gripe have power, and cholera
"’hen audden death to etalk the street* familiarly is
Disguised inrtiape 0f oval fruit tricked out in mot-
His sickle? Ah. fuU well I ween that weapon thou
mayat find,
Concealed at once in pip, pink flesh, sweet juice aud
deadly rind.
Not scattered here aud there his deeds, not few and
fur between
The fatal cases credited this gentleman in green.
Soon as from Southern wunuy glades northward he
takes his way,
A million tearful mothers put their darlings’ toys
away,
And hie them to the marble-niau, whose mournful
verses rob
The mortal melon, crediting the angels with the job.
I knew a Philadelphian boy, a Sabbath-school ex-
pert,
A marvel of true inwardness, with conscious good-
ness girt.
Must it be told? Alas! he fell at sin’s repeated
shocks ;
Ho stole— a sacrilegious theft— from a missionary
box ;
He bought a watermelon huge ; he ate it all him-
self—
Next day his mother, sobbing, placed his toys upon
the shelf. ^
PITH AND POINT.
How the Czar Travels.
Even as the Russians are surpassing
the Turks in the field, so does the Czar
excel the Sultan in Oriental magnifi-
cence. Whenever he travels by railway
he makes use of his own private train of
seventeen carriages, fitted up in the
most luxuriant style. Every journey of
the Czar from Plojesti to Bucharest (six-
ty kilometres) costs (>,000 francs ($1,400)
for railway expenses. At the imperial
table no less than 4,000 bottles of cham-
pagne are drunk every month. The
proprietor of the Hotel’ Brofft at Bu-
charest has undertaken the canteen of
the imperial headquarters. For this
purpose he has provided four especial
conveyances, each drawn by four horses,
although lie is only bound to supply
cold viands — preserves, caviare, an-
chovies, etc., etc. A bottle of Bordeaux
costs 15 francs; of Rhine wine 20 francs;
and of champagne, 25 francs. A sand-
wich of bread and butter and Swiss
cheese costs 3 francs. Some idea of the
difficulties of a commissariat may be
gathered from the fact that M. Brofft
has just received a consignment
of preserved vegetables from Paris, of
the value of 127,000 francs. And yet
we are told that the luxury of the im-
perial mess is nothing compared to that
of the English reporters [—London Ex-
aminer.
Lost lu the Desert.
A dispatch has been received at army
headquarters in Chicago, stating that
Capt. Nolan and the survivors of his
company have turned up at Fort Con-
cho, in the western central part of Texas.
Some days ago this command was sent
out on a scouting expedition to follow
up the trail of some marauding Indians
aud cattle- thieves. There were some
sixty men iu the party, mounted, all
told. When out upon the arid desert
they lost their way, aud, worse than all,
ran out of food and water. In a strange
country, lost and far away from any aid,
these men wandered over a desert, sandy
waste, without shelter. Becoming fe-
vered from exposure and starvation and
the lack of water to quench their burn-
ing thirst, they scattered, none knew
whither. Their privations and suffer-
ings uo pen can picture or tongue can
tell. For eighty-six long and mournful
hours they endured without a mouthful
to eat or drink. By dint of coolness and
hopeful courage Capt. Nolan kept most
of his men together, and yesterday the
tidings came that most of them were
safe. Two of the soldiers perished and
three are missing, they probably having
died on the plain. Forty horses and
mules died of the stock with the party.
—Chicago Tribune.
A Minnesota paper records the death
of a valuable cow from swallowing a piece
of hoop-skirt.
Cool, but not always collected; an ice
bill.
The path of duty-Through the Cus-
tom House.
Adam missed one of the luxuries of
life. He couldn’t laugh iu his sleeve.
A little girl was asked, “What is
faith She replied: “Doing God’s
Mill and asking no questions.”
The young Texan doesn’t tell you his
sweetheart is as sweet as sugar, but
says, “ Oh, she’ll do to put in coffee !"
Thk baker kowlx the nhriek of breaking morn,
The milkman ’h cart goen rumbling down the way:
The finbrnan blithely biota hia gentle born,
And from my eyelids sleep fliee fatd away.
What is the difference between a
post-hole and a speaking-tmmpet ? One
is hollowed out and the other hollered
in.
A 4- year-old miss adds another to the
list of remarkable juvenile speeches.
She was asked where she expected to go
when her mamma died, and replied,
“ To the funeral, I s’pose.”
An old gentleman who had dabbled all
his life in statistics says he never heard
of but one woman who insured her life.
He accounts for this by the singular fact
of one of the questions being, “ What is
your age ?”
Hk wiped bin heated brow, be did,
His brow ho intellectual ;
But all he Haul about the heat
Wan sadly ineffectual.
But she. sweet lass, did say to him,
In mellow tones unwavering,
Dear George, I am so warm ; I’d like
». Ice-cream, with lemon flavoring."
Waiter— “Wliat would you be pleased
to order, sir? We have potage prin-
tanier a la Julienne ; fricandeau de veau
avec coquettes des pommes de terre ;
rissoles de bceuf— ” Milesian— “ Well,
give us a plateful of whichever of them’s
nearest to an Irish stew !”
“ My dear,” said an affectionate wife to
her husband, as she looked out of the
window, “do you notice how green and
beautiful the grass looks on the neigh-
boring hills?” “Well,” was the un-
poetic response, “what other color
would you have it at this time of year?”
“ Well,” said a miner yesterday, “ if
tilings keep on this way much longer I’ll
get a job, aud one that will keep me,
too.” “What is that?” “Why, I’ll
die; and I’d like to see any dog-goned
mining superintendent beat me out of
that job.” — Virginia {Ncv.) Enterprise.
A St. Louis journal tells a story of a
disconsolate widower, who, on seeing the
body of his late wife lowered into the
grave, exclaimed, with tears in his eyes:
“Well, I’ve lost gloves, I’ve lost um-
brellas— yes, even cows and horses; hut
I never— no, never— had anything to cut
me like this.”
An old writer says: “ I have seen wo-
men so delicate that they were afraid to
ride, for fear of the horse running away;
afraid to sail, for fear the boat might be
upset; afraid to walk, for fear they might
fall; but I have never seen one afraid to
he married, whicli is far more riskful
than all others put together.”
There is a world for contemplation in
observing a voung girl gazing upon the
tender petals of the rose her lover has
just given her, and then looking at the
sanle woman five years after, ns she
stands beside a huckster-cart aud tells
the owner she wouldn't give 5 cents for
such a head of cabbage if she had to do
without it all her life !
A little negro boy in Plattsburg,
Mo., lay dowu on the railroad track just
as a freight train was coming up. The
engineer whistled down brakes aud re-
versed the engine ; bystanders rushed to
the scene, and the little nigger was
snatched off the track just in time to
save his life. When asked what he
meant by his performance he grinned
tremendously and replied: “I does
love to hear dem blow de whistle so
much 1”
Durdig a debate which took place
some time ago in a Scottish town Coun-
cil on a question where much diversity
of opinion prevailed, a bailie, among
other reasons iu support of the measure,
stated that it would be of immense bene-
fit to posterity. On hearing this, the
Provost, who headed the opposition, got
up and said, “I’m really surprised to
hear ouy man bring forward sic an argu-
ment. Wliat reason hae we to sacrifice
ourselves for the glide o’ posterity?”
Point oot,” he continued, striking the
table, and looking triumphantly at his
opponent, “ point oot ae single instance
whaur posterity has ever beeff o’ the
least benefit to us.”
y '
, *
I Dr. Erasmus Wilson, the first author-
ity in England on cutaneous disorders,
has been investigating the number of
hairs in a square inch of the human
head, and estimates that it contains on
an average'- aliout 1,066. Taking the
superficial area of the head at 120 square
inches, this gives ulmut 133,920 haira
for the entire head.
______
fCOST OF THE STRIKE.
The Losses of Property by the Rsllroad
Riots.
[From the Milwaukee News.]
The losses to the railroads by the re-
cent strikes and riots foot up an enor-
mous amount. They cannot be detailed
Tritli accuracy, and nearly all the figures
given are estimates. These losses in-
clude the following items :
Track, rolling stock, depots and other
property destroyed.
Perishable articles of freight, which
became valueless during the blockade.
Live stock rendered unfit for market,
some starved to death, by stoppage of
cattle trains.
Destruction of oil on the Pennsyl-
vania road by wreck of trains.
Contracts annulled and claims of
freighters for losses for non-performance
of contract.
Other items of losses and destruction
of property of all classes and variety not
enumerated in the above schedule will
greatly increase the aggregate, but these
details of losses by the variious roads
are appalling in magnitude :
Baltimore and Ohio ...................... $ 8,250,000
Penusylvania Central .................... 5,000,000
Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne and OhicaKo ..... 1,200,000
New York Central ........................ 1,000,000
Erie railroad ............................. 2,000,000
Lake Shore raUroud ...................... 2,000,000
Michigan Central ........................ 1,000,000
Canada Southern ........................ 700,000
Delaware, Lackawanna and Weateru ..... 2,000,000
Delaware and UudBon ................... 1,21k), 000
Jersey Central ........................... 000,000
Chicago and Hock Island ................. 1,500,000
Total destruction and loss of railroad
property ............................ $21 , 750,000
The railroads have lost $21,750,000 by
property destroyed and damages, which
they have been or will be compelled to
pay on contracts. But beyond ^these
items the losses are immense. Business
men in the disturbed States are losers to
the amount of $0,000,000. Tax-payers
in the cities and States which by law
make municipal corporations responsible
for property destroyed by mob violence,
will be culled on to pay in taxes $10,-
000,000 to $12,000,000. In addition to
this the Ncau8 has heretofore estimated,
and the estimate is doubtless a correct
one in the main, that 1,000,000 employes
of railroads, manufactories, mines, etc.,
earning on an average $1.75 a day, were
thrown out of employment for ten days,
making a loss to each man of $17.50, or
$17,500,000 as the total to the employes
for lost time and wages by the strike.
This makes the entire loss by destruc-
tion of property and annihilation of
wages by the strike foot up the enor-
mous sum of $57,250,000. This was the
ten days work of the strikers and their
allies.
The railroad men did not do all this.
The strike originated with them. But
they did not intend that it should reach
such vast proportions. Ttie greater
Earl, her husband, has been in Ameri-
ca, and, if I mistake not, has made the
trip to California.— London Cor. San
Francisco Call. , #
Mr. Horter’s Mistake.
A man named Horter lived out in Colo-
rado a few years ago, but, as his health
was bad, he was ordered to spend a year
or two at the sen-shore. He was born in
the far West and had never seen an oyster
in its shell. He bought a cottage down
at Atlantic City, and went there to live
early Inst spring. A few days after his
arrival he saw a man going by with a
cart-load of oysters, which Horter mis-
took for stones. Stpues are mighty
scarce at Atlantic, and, as Horter wanted
some to moke borders for bis flower-beds,
he asked the man what he would take
for his load. It struck Horter that the
price was high, but he bought the lot and
had them di
amount of the damage was done by
tramps and the desperate and criminal
dosses who have no sympathy with
labor, or its sufferings, or its inherit-
ance of sorrow, but who are mere vaga-
bonds, brigands and highwaymen, whose
hands are against every man, and who
would rob at every opportunity the la-
borer of the last cent he had in his
pocket as the wages of toil.
The destruction of property has made
the country so much poorer, and the
losses of every laboring man will be
some part of this amount.
Slightly Familiar With Wales.
Those who remember how Maj. Tom
Ochiltree was appointed United States
Marshal for the State of Texas — persuad-
ing President Grant that he, Maj. Tom,
was seriously injured in the defense of
the President’s good name against a
crowd of Texas ruttiaus— will not be
prejudiced against the truth of this other
story anent him as told by a New
Mexico newspaper : “ On one occasion
he was in England, a guest of a noble-
man who had come in contact with
him during a visit to this country, and
who had fallen • an easy victim to Tom’s
unsurpassed impudence aud powers of
fascination. The Englishman had taken
Tom to London, and waa exhibiting him
to his friends as a genuine American
lion. Tom was plentifully supplied with
funds by his noble friend, and was cut-
ting a grand figure. One day Tom and
his friend met the Prince of Wales at a
club. The nobleman asked permission
of the Prince to introduce his American
friend. Leave having been obtained,
Tom was formally introduced to the heir
apparent. He grasped the royal hand
and shook it heartily, aud then burst
out : ‘ Wales, old fellow, I’m devilish
glad to know you; let’s take a driuk !’
The horror of the nobleman was changed
to amazement when the Prince gave
Tom’s hand a hearty shake and replied,
‘ Don’t care if I do.’ Cheek carried the
day.” _ .
umped down by his gate.
The next day he stuck 800 of them in
the sand in the garden, around the beds,
and, when the job was done, he thought
it looked uncommonly handsome.
A week afterward mere were three or
four warm days, and Horter remarked
that the sea-breeze smelled very strongly;
and he told Mrs. Horter that he thought
there must be a dead whale lying some-
where down on the beach. The next
day the smell became more offensive,
and Mrs. Horter said that it was an out-
rage that the authorities didn’t clean up
the streets and remove the garbage that
poisoned the air. On the following day
the weather was extremely hot, and the
stench became perfectly terrific. Mr.
Horter said there must be a dead rat
somewhere in the weather-boarding, and
he got the carpenter to come and remove
some of it. But he found nothing, and
upon going away he remarked to Horter
that the sauerkraut they were cooking for
dinner was the deadliest sauerkraut for
smell that he ever encountered.
The stench grew stronger all that
night, and on the next morning a com-
mittee of neighbors waited upon Mr.
Horter to say that if he would kill that
polecat he would confer a personal favor
upon them and upon the people of the
country generally. Then Horter told
them how perplexed he was about the
matter, and said he would only be too
glad to have the cause of the trouble de-
tected. So the committee made a tour of
inspection, holding their noses. When
they got into the garden they perceived
the oysters all gaping wide open, and
evolving an awful smell, absolutely in
fumes. One of the committeemen,
grasping the fact that Horter planted
these oysters, imagined that he was
crazy, suddenly climbed over the fence
and went home. The others remained
and asked Horter what on earth he meant
by laying those oysters around in the
sun in that manner.
“ Oysters !” said Horter. “ Oysters !
You don’t mean to say those are oysters!
Well, well; that beats all! I was wonder-
ing what made all those stones split
even down the middle. I couldn’t ac-
count for it. Aud so those are oysters ?
Why, I thought oysters always came in
cans.”
That afternoon he buried the shell-fish
deep in the sand, and the smell ceased.
Then he sold out his cottage and moved
to Long Branch. He told Brown, his
next-door neighbor, that he knew they
were oysters all the time, and he did it
for a joke ; but he moved because the
people seemed to see too awful nluch fun
in it.— Philadelphia Bulletin.
structed as to give that murmur which
was prescribed to afford rest to Mocamas
in his villa near Rome. The garden
will be kept perennially green by irriga-
tion. The expense of all this will be
nothing
Gwalior.
enormously
Several Roman tombs have been
found lately at Rutisbon, besides others
which go back to the thirteenth century.
The majority belong to the age of Con-
stantine. Several urns contnined brace-
lets and medals of various dates. In the
same place one of the Roman gates of the
city was discovered.
Don’t Poison Your System
With such hurtful drugs as quinine, calomel,
or blue pills, but take instead that safe, prompt
and agreeable substitute, Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, which, whether it is used to remedy or
prevent malarial fevers, overcome general de-
bility, or to correct torpidity -of the liver and
bowels, will in every case be found fully ade-
quate to the wants of the sick and feeble. It
entirely removes dyspeptic symptoms, and, by
stimulating the flow of gastric juice, facilitates
digestion and insures the converson of food
into blood, whereby the system is efficiently
nourished and regains its lost vigor. This
great vegetable restorative has received the
indorsement of men of science, the press has
repeatedly borne voluntary testimony to its
excellence, and the public has long since
given it the preference to every medicine of its
Kind.
What Is Dooley's Yeast Powder
Do you ask, my friend ? It is made from the
purest and strongest elements. Among them.
cream-tartar made from grape acid expressly
urers. Tin* result is thatfor these manufact ,
the biscuit, rolls, waffles, cake, bread and pastry
produced are beyond comparison.
United States.
The Northern-Indiana
nw\r TO MAKE IT. BmMkixg n*W
coe, roxgic it co.,si.Uuii,M«.
A DAY at hnm*. Ajrenrs wanted. Qntflt and
tonnsfreo. TRUK A <JO.. Augoat*. Maine.
NORMAL SCHOOL
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.
School the entire year. Student* can enter at any
Uim, aelect their own studies, end advance aa rapidly aa
tbev deeire. Full couree of atudy. New claaaea organ-
lied each month. Commercial course most thorough to
he found. No extra chnrge. Exi)rn«ca Iraa tltnn
5* *ny other school In1 the land. Tuition
ifch.00 per term of 11 weeks, including all departments.
Good board and well-furnished rooms. $2.W to |2.fiU per
week. KnUre satlsfaption given or money refunded.
Catalogue, giving full narticulan, sent free* on applica-
tion. Address 11. II. IIUOiVN, Prlnrlpal
. WEKK. Cntalognn and sample FRKR
‘ELTON A OO., 11.1 ftiuaau »t, New York.
$65g$77
WAf'CHMAKERH’Toolannd Matoriai*. Send for
Price Hat, Gxo. K. Smith A Co.. P. O. Box N. Y
o  Qu . IJ KOW i ci .
FaU term open* Auguat »th ; Winter term, Nov. 18th ;
hpring term, Jan. KKb, 1878; Summer term, April 16th:
Review term. Jnlv 2d
u you feel dull, drowsy, uetmitated. nave ii^uoi.*h e frequent
Thirty years’ experience proves the
Graefenberg Vegetable Pills to bo the mildest
and most effective medicine ever known for the
complete cure of headache, biliousness, liver
complaints, nervousness, fevers and diseases of
digestion. Hold everywhere; price 25 cents per
box. Send for almanacs. Graefenberg Co.,
New York.
CHEW
The Celebrated
“ Matchless ”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Chicago.
Pond’s Extract, for Varicose Veins,
Hemorrhages or any Pain. Phyeicians— allo-
pathic, homeopathic and eclectic— recommend
it. Ask of them.
Hofmann's Hop Pills cure the Ague at once.
CASHMERE
B0UQ>'ti
TOILEi
THE novelty
land exceptional
strength of its per-
fume are the pecu-
liar fascinations of
I this luxurious ar-
. tide, which has ac-
quired popularity
hitherto unequaled
by any Toilet Soap
of home or foreign
1 manufacture.
Ui
aJL‘j£X23
NITED STAteS
An Unwonted Invitation.
The Rt. Rev. Abbot, of the Commu-
nity of Trappists, at Gethsemaue, Ky.,
has extended to President and Mrs.
Hayes an invitation to visit the monas-
tery under his charge during their pro-
posed visit to Louisville. By the rules
of this rigorous order no woman is al-
lowed within the walls of their monas-
teries unless she be “the wife of the
ruler of an empire, kingdom, or repub-
lic and, should Mrs. Hayes accept the
Diamonds at the Plerrepont Reception.
Among the ladies present on the
Pierrepont reception, a display of dia-
monds really of bewildering value was
made. I have seen nothing so fine since
Eugenie sat upon the throne at the Tuil-
eries. With us in America, when a lady
gets a pair of diamond earrings, some
pendant of value for the neck, a brooch,
perhaps a bracelet set with these pre-
cious stones, she is considered by her
sex one of the specially favored. I re-
member, about three years ago, when a
gentleman of San Francisco bought some
fine diamonds in Paris for his wife, the
matter was admiringly discussed in the
American colony; but these trinkets,
costly as they were, were but trifles com-
pared to the magnificence of this sort
wheih can be boasted by some of the
British peeresses. A Scotch Countess
at Mr. Pierrepont’s reception wore upon
her head a crown of diamonds of a shape
mid size such as are never seen in Amer-
ica except in mock stones, and upon the
head of an actress upon the stage. Dia-
monds of enormous size hung ftom ber
ears ; neck, arms, and the corsage of
her dress sparkled with the prismatic
hues of the costliest gems of the mines
where the fairies live. This waa the
Countess of Caithness, who, with the
invitation, it is said that she will be the
first American womai who has ever seen
the inside of such an establishment.
The monastery at Gethsemaue is one of
the two Trappist communities in this
country, the other being near Dubuque,
Iowa. It was founded in 1848 by monks
from the parent institution at Citeaux,
France. The spacious buildings are in
the form of a quadrangle, the interior
space being occupied by a garden of
rare flowers, aud within the walls are un-
derstood to be many paintings of great
value brought from the mother country.
As is known, the monks of the order are
bound by the strictest vows to the hard-
est manual labor, to unusual abstinence
in food and water, aud to perpetual si-
lance.
X-sIFEj
INSURANCE COMPANY,
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
261, 262, 263 Broadway
— —ORGANIZE* 18*0-^ -
ASSETS, $4,827,176,52
SURPLUS, $820,000
EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS
ALL ENDOWMENT POLICIES
AYD
WILL BE AT
WILHOFT’®
Aj*xtl-I»©r iocailo f
— OR —
The Case of Maj. Runklc.
Maj. Runkle, of the army, who was
court-martialed in 1872 for misappropri-
ating money, had his sentence of im-
prisonment remitted by the Secretary of
War, though he was dismissed from the
service. The Major always insisted on
his innocence, and, after many years, has
adduced evidence to show that he was
wrongfully convicted. In addition to
this, his lawyers have discovered that
the sentence of the court, having been
acted upon by the Secretary of War in-
stead of the President, was never prop-
erly approved, and he stands as if no
verdict had ever been rendered. He ip,
therefore, restored to his rank on the
retired list, and has the satisfaction of
not only being publicly vindicated, but
of drawing something like $11,000 back
pay.
The Maharajah of Gwalior is now sur-
rounding with a garden, which bids fair
to become one of jthe wonders of the
world, his palace erected at a cost of $1,-
250,000, of which the Prince of Wales
was the first occupant* It will contain
ten garden houses, each illustrating a
Yiriety of Hindoo architecture, and a
winter palace of glass, imported from
Vienna. Water will be brought from
artificial lakes over channels so con-
noss.” iind nothin* will euro you so speedily and perma-
nently as to take Mmmonb’ l.ivtu Regulator or Med-
PURELY VEGETABLE,
ON PRESENTATION.
JAMES BUELL, - - PRESIDENT.
FEVER AND AfiUE
TOTVTIO.
For All VinrancH Canned hff Malarial
Poinoniug of the Blood.
A Warranted Cure!
Gr. It. FLNTjAY & CO.,
New Orlrann, Prop’n.
rr-FOR HALF. BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
to the
The Cheapest ,Pu rest and
Boat Family Medicine in
the World !
Ah Kefectual Rpe-
CIKIC for all diseases of
the Liver, Stomach and
Spleen.
Regulate the liver and
prevent
CHILLS AND FRVKR,
MALARIOUS FK-
VF.RS, ROWKL COM-
PLAINTS. RKSTLKSS-
NKSH. JAUNDICE
AND NAU8KA.
APPROVED CLAIMS
MATURING IN 1877
freahinf operation In fever; the
ache ; its ant ibl lions pro
is s general corrective,
The Finest Toned and Most Durable Made.
New styles. New Nolo Ntops.
Warranted Five Yean. Send for Price-lists.
WITNEY h HOLMES ORGAN CO.. QUINCY ILL
REVOLVER FREE !
Address J. Sown A Son, 186 A 138 Wood -si.. httsburitJPiL
a/jRswT.;.
Uf anted;
\ iW Address Qt
Traveling Salesmen. SSo r munui and
nra i hi# all expenses pdd. No PeddfltiK.
ura* City Lamp Worh, CinHnrtii, 0.
DIPLOWIAS^S«
$5937
A GENTS
A our P
Made by 17 Aircnta In Jan. 77 with
my l.liipw urtlclc«. Sample* free.
Address C. J/. /.Inlmjtou, Chicago,
PER- DAY ~seUinr
. . ALTKT. Send for
G CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
gn&AN MARK IKft
•ATKNT HER it V
WOR8WICK M’ro (
T U C A QT of MAKING MONEY PLENTY,
I flu Hfl I and other clrculnrs, sent for 5-ct stamp
Address G. L. STOKE, 171 Madison street, Chicago, III.
WANTED
Men to travel and mk, orusra of
Msrohanta. Salary $1200 a year
and all t raveling exponas* paid
Addreaa OEM ManTg Oo., St ta-ls. Ma
BAD BREATH!
Nothing la so umdenaant, nothing no common aa bad
breath, and in nearly even1 caae it cornea from tho stom-
ach, and can lie so enaily corrected if you will take
Simmons’ Livku Rkoclator. Do not neglect so sure
a remedy for tiiia repulsive disorder. It will also improve
your appetite, Complexion and General Health.
CONSTIPATION !
SHOULD not he regarded aa
a tntling ailment— in fact, nature
demands the utmost regularity of
the bowels, and any deviation
from tills demand paves the way
often to snrious danger. It is quit#
as necessary to remove Impure ac-
cumulations from the bowels as it
Is to eat or sleen, and no health
can lie expected where a costive
hnhit of body prevails.
SICK HEADACHE!
Tho Hniimn Lnromntive should be carefully
engineered, othnnrlse It may run off the track of life at
any moment. To keep its delicate internal machinery
in perfect trim, or to put It in good working condition
when out of order, is the peculiar province of
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.
The thoroughness with which' it cleanses without irri-
tating the bowels; the tone and vigor which it Imparts
stomach ; its appetizing effects ; its cooling, re-
r i * relief it affords in nead-
perties, and Ha superior merits
, justify the assertion that it la,
tho most valuable family medl-
WHITNEY & HOLMES
ORGANS.
$5 to $20
Tills distressing atDIctinn occurs most frequently. The
disturbance of the stomach, Arising from the imperfectly
digested contents, cnufcpa a aevore pain l" the head, ac-
companied with disagreeable nausea, and tbia constitute*
what is iMipularly known r.s Sick Headache; for tho re-
llet of which, Take Simmons’ Liveh Reoulatob ob
Medicine.
Manueactubed only by
J. H. ZEILIN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.
Price, *1.00. Sold by all Druggists.
THE
W. FITZORRALD, U.B. Claim Att’y, Washington, D O
tPKKUlTOKY KOIl SALK. -territory for the
JL Improved Bosom Stretcher and Ironing Board-can
lie manufactured by any carpenter— large profit*— large
sales— lands and town property taken In exchange. Ad-
dreaa Hardy A Co., Agt*. for the U. 8., Abingdon, 111.
GOOD OLD
STAND-BY.
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.
FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Established 3& Years. Always ourea. Always
ready. Always handy. Has never yst failed. TMrtg
milUom have (filed if. The whole world apprevee
the glorious old Mustang-the Bast and Ohsspeet
Liniment In existence. 36 cents a MM* Th#
Mustang Liniment cures when nothing else will.
SOLD BY ALL MKDIOINK VENDERS.
fc THOMSONS PATENT o
GLOVE-FITTINO
CORSETS.
TtaFHsndsofthis
UNRIVALLED CORSET
arfnown«mMf«dby
MILLION'
Trices are much re
MEDAL RECEIVED
' AT CENTENNIAL.
Get theGenulnt„and
beware of tin itationt.
ASKALSO for
THOMSON'S
UNIREAKAIU STEELS.
The best goods mads.
See that th* name of
Thomson and the
Trade Mark.* Crown, art
Corset t Steel.
w
stamped on every!
1
^ F1T3THE FIGURE PERFECTLY
BABBIH’S TOILET SOAP.
A 2-
mm
rf ---
Un rival ltd for th*
Tollrt ami (hr Hath.
No nrtltUlal and
dm-f pin c odun to
covtr roumum and
(WlrUrlom lligrrdi-
SOU. Altrr ymrtof
irltnllfti
the manufaeturer <>f
B. T. llaU.ill'i /irrf
Boa/' h« periwtrd
and now nfl.r' l»ih*mini
pnblle The FINEST TOILET. SOAP in the World.
Ouli lif i’ll '<il rtftlahlt oilt find in ill manufactun.
tor Use In the Nursery It has No Equal.
Worth trn timenucmt to every motlirr and uumly InCnrUUndem.
Sample box, containing 3 cake» of « ou. each, wnt free to any ad-
drtu vd receipt of 13 rent*. Addrcx
"The Best Polish in the World.”
RiMIUN
SlOVf POLISH
$350
A FARM FOR $200.
In easy Payments, with low rates of Interest.
SECURE IX NOW!
Full InfenuaUon sent free. Addreee
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Agent, U. P. R. R. Oniahn. Neb.$1.00 $1.00
Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.
The choicest household ornaments. Price
One Dollar each. Send for catalogue.
JAMES R. OSGOOD & CO.
_ _ BOSTON, MASS. .$1.00 $1.00
HEADACHE.
and* mU and sdamij toVr^nr«»ra**nd“grax'-
tn*. No Grasshopper*. Ticket* free to land burara
Chicago, or Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
MomevTWorauAx
AJCDCmCKfcCO | GrandCwTDStAi,
SI0t»$25
A If AY NUKE made by
Agents selling our Cbrumoe,
Crayons, Picture and Cbro-
mo Cards. 125 sample*,
worth S5. sent.
Catalogue free. .1. ,
Honluu. [Kstubllshnd 1830.]
1Z KKP’N Nil 1 KTK— onir on** quality— Tbs Bast
IV Keen'* Patent Partly- Made Drsss Shirt*
(Jan bu tlniihnd as rta'y sa hemming a Hsndkarcblaf.
Ttm verv best, aix far *7 .OO.
Keep's (/'ustnm 8htrt*--msde to measure,
The very beat, six for $0.00.
An alega’ii set of gnnulne Gold-Plate Collar and
Kleeve Buttons glvun with each half doa. Keep's Shut*
Keep's Shirts are delivered FKRK on receipt of price
In any part of the Union— no express charges to pay
Sample*, with full direction* for •elf-measurement.
Sent Free to any addreaa. No at* top required.
Di al directly with the Manufacturer *nd get Bottom
Plicae. Keep Man ifacbiringOo.. Kt.’i Mercer St.. N.V
PEEPETUAL
SOUUlll’M EVAPORATOR.
$15. $20. $25.
Cheap and Durable
Send for Olraulara.
ddresh tho only Manufacturer#
Madison
Ind.CHAPMAN Hi CO.'
$717
Is not easily astrea in these Umee.
but It can ne made ir^ three months
by any one, of either sex, In any
part of the country, who is
to work ateadlly at the emph
that we furnish. ftiHI per w
your own town. You
sway from home over night. .... _ ,
time to tho work, or only your snare moment*. W# Dev#
You can give ycjr*
 -----
agent* who are making over fj2() per day at the busl-
All who engage at once can make money fost At
in present time money cannot be made eoeaailyana
rapidly at uny other husinesa. It oosta nothing to try the
business. Term, and $.*' Outfit free. Address, at oooe,
H. II ' f.I.PTT A OO.. Poland. Maine.
J4CKS0P BEST
SWEET EMIT SaEWINS TOBSCSO
llfaukeflUMi
.... ..... ....... . ..... . .... ..... land lasting
character of Its sweetening and flavoring. If you waul
the beet tobacco ever nude, ask your grocer for tins, and
see that each plug Imats our blue-atrip trade-mark, with
was awarded the liiahent prlee at Centennial
for IU fine chewing qualities, the excellence
n i u mg oears o v s uviu ia. u*
IHnnuinctiirera. Pclerebur*, Va.
TURKEY FEATHERS
THT© Z*A3T
HIGHEST MARKET PRICK,
for ALL the Tall Feathers of the Turkey, both long and
short: also, the wing feathers of first joint from tho bo
V\tuL-«’*ri<kVit — I’iob ftrv Wasgafi rtfaan lavatraiaHt imDirections.— Pick dry, keep clean, lay straight, pad
tight, and ship by freight in light boxes. Direct to
and save commission. IF# arc rtiixmiflli, and ttill* r mn lbh r  do
right bu you. HIRAM HADLKY k GO., manufacturer*
Split Turkey Feather Dustera, 12 Calhoun place, Chicago.
RffERVIEW ACADEBY,
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
OTIS BISBEE, A. M., Principal and Proprietor,
Numbers it* alumni by hundreds in all the honorable
(elvwalks of life. Pupils range from twe e to twenty years
in age. Next session opens Sept 13th. Those wishing
to enter should make an early application.
Tim llfwi TniMM without'*.
Metal Springs eveHnv riled.
j No humbug claim of a ce
‘radical cure, but a guarantee
of a comfortable, secure and
satisfactory appliance. We
will take hack and pay FULL
_ I’KH'K for all that do not suit. Price,
single, like cut, S4 t f"r both sides, SO. Sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. N. B.— This Truss WILL
cunr. more Ruptures than any of those for which #s-
travagant claims are mads. Circulars free.
A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED -36 best
Belling articles In the world ; one sample/rav.
Address JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS
FOR AN ACRE!
Of the Best Land in AMERICA, near th* Great Union
Patific Railroad.
POMEROY TRUSS CO.. 740 Broadway, New York.
THE SUN.
1877. HEW YORK. 1877.
Toe Sun continues to be the strenuous advooataof
reform and retrenchment, and of tho substitution of
Statesmanship, wisdom and integrity for hollow pretense,
imbecility and fraud in the administration of public
•if niit. It contends for the government of the people by
the |>eople and for the tieople, as opposed to government
by frauds in the ballot-box and in Uie counting of vote*.l(a Tiit-t^ I Muming V U^
enforced by iiilllt ty violence. It endeavors to supply to.
readers— a ImhJ) now not far from a million oi aouli-vrAt .
the most caretul, complete and trustworthy accounts of/
nurrsin# nwaant* I . tl <4 It .ares St.m *1,1. ........ . - -- -- ----current events, and employs fur this purpose s numerous*
and carefully selected staff of reporters and correspond-
ents. Its reports from Washington, especially, are full,
accurate and fear lew ; and It doubtlesa continues to de-
serve and enjoy the hatred of tboso who thrive by plun-
dering Uie Treasury or by usurping what the law does not
ghe thorn, while It endeavors to merit the confidence of
the public by defending tbe rights of the people against
the encroachment# of unjustlned power.
^Tbj Price °f the Daily SUN Is 55 cent# a month, or
‘^w.poatpald; or, with the Sunday edition,
P^TheJ^unday edition alone, sight pages, 9 1 .20 a year,
The Weekly 8u«, eight pages of M broad column*,
la furnished at 91 a y#ar, postpaid.
Special NoTiCE.-In order to Introduce The Sue
more widely to the pubUc, we will send THK WEEKLY
edition for tbe remainder of th* year, to Jan. 1, U7I*
poatpald, for Half a Dollar. Try it
Addrese • THE BUN, N. Y. Cl It.
SANDAL-WOOD
A positive remedy for all diseases of the Kidney to
Bladder end Urinary Organs; also, good C
OrepNleal t'umplnlnts. It never produces sick-
ness. is certain and speedy in its action. It is fast
superseding all other remedies. Sixty captnles cure by
six or eight day*. No other medicine can do this. 0
Bevnvre of ImllattaN, for, owing to its great
success, many have been offered; some are most dan-
gerous, causing piles, Ac.
ur.NDAS DICK ft CO.'S emuini Soft 0a*
nlei, containing Oil of Sandaltcood, mtld at all drug
Uons. Aik for circular, or tend for oni UU6 and Jl
Wnosttr Unit, Jfim York.
O. N. U.
W
No. 33
• ‘ . •
_ _ * _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Why Sailroads Don't Pay.
The Cincinonti Gazette briefly states
the various stock-watering operations by
which Commodore Vanderbilt made Ids
vast fortune; but may not the “fortune’*
consist of “water,” when the aquatic fluid
is squeezed out of the stock by low
freights, reduced business, and hard limes?
It says:
“Take the New York Central, for exam-
ple. We do not go back to any original
watering in the building of the roads by
eleven companies from Albany to Buffalo.
In 1852 these consolidated their capital
of $28,000,000. and added about $9,000,000
to the securities by water. In various
ways the stock and bonds were increased,
till, in 1808, when Vanderbilt became
manager, the amount had reached $54,000,-
000. He had previously watered the Hud-
son River stock $8,500,000. He now made
his master-stroke as the great railroad
aquatic by a stock dividend on the Cen-
tral of 80 per cent, making $23,000,000 of
capital by water. The following year he
consolidat d the Central and Hudson on a
stock-basis of $90,000,000, which was a
further watering of 27 percent, to the
Central. And now he performed on the
Hudson his great aquatic trick, and added
85 per cent to its stock by water. And
now the property, which, by its own books,
cost less than $50,000,000, was inflated to
over $103,000,000 in 1870, l>eing at the rate
of over $122,000 a mile, on which he is
collecting dividends by oppressively dis-
criminating freight tariff's, and by degrad-
ing the condition of the skilled laborers.
Another operation of Vanderbilt stock-
watering is thus described :
Two companies from Buffalo to Eiie
were consolidated by Vanderbilt in 1867,
increasing their capital from $2,800,000 to
$5,000,000. In the subsequent consolida-
tion to Chicago $1,000,000 was added to
this. The road from Erie to Cleveland
had in the previous six years divided 120
per cent in stock, 38 per cent in bonds, and
79 per cent in cash. Costing less than
$5,000,000, it was now consolidated at $12-,
000,000. Vanderbilt got control of the
road from Cleveland to Toledo in 1866,
and then made a script dividend of 25 per
cent, on $5,000,000. The roads from Erie
to Cleveland and from Cleveland to Toledo
were consolidated in 1867. on a basis of
$22,000,000 capital. In 1869 the work of
consolidation Irom Buffalo to Chicago was
completed, on a basis of $57,000,000,
which, in 1871, was increased to $62,000,-
000, with the further privilege of increase
to $78,000,000. The Vanderbilt Unefrom
Buffalo to Chicago unquestionably repre-
sented at least $20,000,000 of fictitious
capital, on which hois collecting divi-
dends by taxing the people and oppressing
his workmen.
3STEW
MATERIAL
Just Received at
THE
nsriE ws’
JOB OFFICE.
Goto E. J. HARRINGTON’S
Cheap Cash Store
— FOR; —
BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS &
SHOES AND GROCERIES.
A Fine line of New Style of Dress Goods just received.
Great bargains in Sugar. Cash paid for Wool.
Our facilities for Job Print-
ing tire unequaled in this city,
and we are at all times prepar-
ed to execute
IsTEW
Hardware Store
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
Httllll Wffi MEAT MARKET
belonging to oar line of buninoss. 8
The Republicans made no nominations
in Louisville at the recent election, but
stepped to one side, and let the Democrats
and “Working-men” fight it out. The
city has for many years been strongly
Democratic— or what passes by that name
there. The Louisville Commercial (Repub-
lican) thus speaks of the result:
The election yesterday passed off with
no more excitement or disturbances than
usual where there are animated contests.
The Workingmen routed the Democratic
organization after the Waterloo fashion.
They elected five out of their seven can-
didates, and on the aggregate vote carried
the city by a decided majority. A com-
parison of their conduct during the day
with that of their Democratic opponents,
who were trying to masquerade os a Law’-
and-Order party, makes a very favorable
showing for them. They were no more
disorderly in any respect, and they did nol
buy votes, which their adversaries, if not
grossly belied, did very actively. They
behaved well in the hour of their triumph,
too. As a rule, the speakers took occasion
to denounce all mob violence and Com-
munistic spirit, and to repudiate them on
behalf of their class; and the speeches
were all good-humored in the main,
though they did contain some sharp hits at
weak politicians. The Workingmfen have
now to be careful what they do with
the power they have gained, if they wish
to keep it. They have shown great
strength.
-- -«»»- — - 
Thb Boston “Advertiser” prints a pri-
vate letter from “ a southern lawyer, a
professor in a southern university, and
who ii, and always has been, entirely out-
side of politics,” which gives a gloomy
iew of the colored citizens, and makes
the following prediction: “As soon as
the carpet-bag inilaence shall be entirely
gone in politics the negro vote will be the
Boating balance carried hither and thither
by bribery, by stratagem, etc. Negroes
will care nothing for politics as soon as
they Hod that their freedom is not contin-
ually at stake. They take very little inter-
est in elections in Tennessee now. They
are much like flocks of sheep that go in
crowds.”
Mr. P . T. BaRrum lectured in the A-
quarium, London, about three weeks ago,
on *The World, and Row to Live In It,”
and his recipe was, First, take care of No.
1 ; secondly, take care of those who help
yon; thirdly, never hide your light under
a bushel, or, in (he language of the pro-
fessor, Adverttic.
ALL KINDS OF
job puimo
Promptly and Neatly
IN THE
Tinware very Neatly and
Promptly Repaired.
(’all and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.
J. VAN DER VEEN.
Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-6m
Lirsrj, hit uHotri Stalk,
BAIIX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
M d, beaHt,f"1 carriage*, cutter*, and
b' obtata':d “ O"
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.
GIVE USX TRIAL.
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.
Holland, Dec. 2, 1876. 42-ly
TOTHE PUBLIC.
I, the undersigned, am dally receiving
New Spring Goods.
My Stock is Complete,
Consisting of all kinds of
NEW FURNITURE.
A large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at
COMMERCIAL
FEINTING
LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,
CARDS,
TAGS, <h
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
I always keep on hand a full stock of
O O F F I IsT S,
!hecheapegt 10 the finest WALNUT CAS-
KhTS in the market, and cheaper than in any
other place.
Give me a call and see for
yourself, before you go else-
where.
Live. Geese Feathers
a Specialty.
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all
kinds of Matlrasses.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
„ „ S. REIDSEMA.
Holland, March 30, 1877.
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mont Approved Pattern*;
And wo are confident we can satisfy all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
• WE HAVE A STEAM
JD’RTZ KILlsT
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
nofi«e.
H. W. VERBEEK & Co.
— IN THE —
FIRST J7ARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public thai
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
irauc.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haver kale *
Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
„ T , J. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland, July 14, 1876.
PETER BRAAM
Has opened up a new
Meat Market,
Near the corner of
RIVER & TENTH STREET?.
— ' — o —
Fresh & Salt Meats
Ah cheap as
ANYWHERE ELSE.
Call and See and trade to
your own advantage.
P. BRAAM.
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1877. 16-lw
Joslin&Breyman,
Walsh's Cough Candy.
CLABE A GOOLBICE, Proprietors.
— 'O—1 —
Having rented the machine shopjand power, owned
by Mm. H. Denting, of this place, we are
prepared to repair all kinds of
Histuerji Stationary and Portable Engines,
Setting up New Machinery,
SHAFTING, ETC.,
Hairing Net Work, Sat Arbors, Shafting,
F TILLEYS, ETC,
Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen years of exper-
ience In setting up and repairing Engines. Boilers
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Plpe-bulldlng
for steam, j as and water, we will try and give sat-
isfaction to all that give ns a call.
CLARK & GUODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May 17. 1877. 15-iy
COUGH
Programmes,
Handbills,
Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc., Etc
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods,
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Stall Use et Geld Pens.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March 94, 1877. 6— ly.
All kinds of Color and Or-
namental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prices.
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this lineol
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A. liberal deduction to
those who boy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T. H. LYON, - - - Proprietor.
Special Announcement,
The nndertdgned desires to annonnee to the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie-
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peiaonal attention
to the management of the house and the wants
of his guests. The house has been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the traveling public. It contains 180 hand-
some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the re-
"“'r1<*®r at the usual price. Having conducted the
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past six-
teen years, and thahkfui for former patronage, the
pirmrletor hopes fot a continuance of the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by
Pub 'c tonse in the State, the tables are sup-
plied with all the markets afford, and careful alien-
tlon la given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
by tbe proprietor. wlll€h w111 ^  in>! "PPrecl.led
T. H. LYON.
The best COUGH
CANDY in use— For
sale in New York for
the past 80 years, but
new in this Stale.
For Sale by the pound
or ounce.
PLEASANT TO TAKE.
CANDY
plied at wholesale
rales at the
City Drug Store.
48-Bmo
BOOKBINDING!
Thte undersigned wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being ut
present located at Muskegon, hehas made arrange-
ments with Mr. 1). R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on Rivet street, all job work for binding cun
be left . I have purchased a new and complete lino
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
„ „ A. CLOETINGH.
Muskegon, Sept. 3 1875.
I. P. THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR
Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS MICH
79 Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends andcus-
tomers that require anything in the clothing line.
We make, cat and trim to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low
eat possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done
GIVE US A TRIAL.5.18 I. P. THIBOUT.
1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877
Millinery
A fall line of
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Suits, Intuits’ Cloaks, Hate,
Standard Trimmings, La«es, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols
and Zephyrs.
E. BUTTERICK & CO’S PATTERNS.
L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
- - - h6llA.3ST3D. MICHeighth: street
